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Abstract 

 

 
Micromachined silicon diaphragms have been widely used as sensing elements in 

standard pressure sensors. However, at elevated temperature, the pressurized silicon 

diaphragms may suffer from the plastic deformation or creep. Therefore, this project 

is to investigate the possibility of using silicon diaphragms in high temperature 

pressure sensors. 

 

A series of experiments were performed to investigate the effect of size, temperature 

and ion implantation on the mechanical behaviour of the micromachined silicon 

diaphragms. The test structures were annealed under the atmospheric pressure at a 

temperature of 600°C, 800°C and 900°C, respectively. The surface profiles of the 

diaphragms were measured with respect to the anneal time. Based on the experimental 

results, the suggestions of the design of the silicon diaphragms for the high 

temperature pressure sensors were given. Moreover, the onset of the plastic 

deformation was predicted by the theory of the critical resolved shear stress. The 

predicted behaviour was in good agreement with the experimental observation for the 

heavily-boron-doped silicon diaphragms. Finally, the constitutive equations were 

implemented in Comsol Multiphysics to simulate the evolution of the diaphragm 

deformation in the initial anneal stage. The model successfully predicted the 

deflections for the diaphragms with a radius from 0.5mm to 2.0mm at 900°C.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research background 

An increased demand for precision measurements in extreme conditions has 

stimulated the development of MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) sensors 

for harsh environments. Many efforts have been focused on pressure sensors for high 

temperature applications due to the needs from the automotive and aerospace 

industries. SiC has been considered as the candidate material for the high temperature 

pressure sensors because it has good mechanical and thermal stability and a wide 

bandgap for stable electronic properties at elevated temperatures [1-1]. However, 

microfabrication technology of SiC is not mature and the cost for SiC-based MEMS 

sensors is very high [1-1]. Therefore, the development of high temperature low-cost 

pressure sensors is very attractive.  

 

MEMS mechanical sensors derive enormous benefits from the use of silicon in the 

sensing elements [1- 2 ]. The availability of the batch fabrication of silicon 

manufacturing techniques enables high-precision small-size devices to be widely used 

in many areas of industrial activity with low cost. Because the mechanical properties 

of silicon start to deteriorate above 500°C, the use of silicon in high temperature 

sensors is restricted. However, for the sake of reduced cost, it is worthy to extend the 

operating temperatures of existing Si-based pressure sensors.   
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1.2 Problem statement 

This project is sponsored by GE Druck Limited. The company is a global supplier of 

MEMS pressure sensors. The aim of the project is to explore the operating limits of 

Si-based pressure sensing diaphragms in high temperature environments (≥600°C). 

Silicon diaphragms are the basic components for most standard micromachined 

pressure sensors. Normally, the sensor determines the magnitude of the pressure by 

detecting the deformation or the stress/strain in the pressure sensing diaphragm using 

various transduction mechanisms. The SEM photo of a pressure sensing diaphragm 

used in Druck sensors is shown in Figure 1- 1(a). There are two bosses on the 

backside of the diaphragm to allow electrical connection with the transducer. The 

pressure is applied to the other side of the diaphragm which is flat. The diaphragm 

works perfectly at room temperatures.  

          

                          (a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 1- 1 Druck pressure sensing diaphragm. (a) SEM photo of the diaphragm backside with 

bosses. (b) Microscopic photo of the diaphragm front side after annealing at 1100°C  

 

The idea of using silicon diaphragms to sense pressure in high temperature 

environment is stimulated for two reasons. Firstly, the micromachining process of Si 

is mature and cost-effective. Secondly, it has been shown that the SCS (single crystal 
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silicon) pressure sensing diaphragm with carefully designed dimensions is capable of 

operating at very high temperature (500°C) [1-3].  

 

The problem with current Druck silicon diaphragms is the occurrence of the plastic 

deformation at elevated temperatures. Figure 1- 1(b) shows the front side of the 

deformed diaphragm after annealing at 1100°C under atmospheric pressure for 2 

hours. The elastic deformation, due to the applied pressure, was released by milling a 

small hole through the diaphragm. Since the plastic deformation is permanent, the 

diaphragm still deforms downward after unloading (the deformation may look like 

upward in Figure 1- 1(b) due to the effect of the reflective light from the diaphragm 

surface).  

 

The observation of the plastic deformation raises several questions: 

• Why the silicon diaphragm failed after annealing at 1100°C while its 

behaviour before annealing is perfect for micromachined pressure sensors?  

• What are the mechanical properties of single crystal silicon at elevated 

temperatures? For what reason the silicon diaphragm deforms plastically 

during annealing at 1100°C? 

• Is it possible to prevent the silicon diaphragm from elastic failure at high 

temperatures, and how? Because the permanent deformation will lead to 

output signal drift in the pressure sensor, the plastic deformation of the silicon 

diaphragm should be avoided or be under strict control.  
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1.3 Project objective and thesis overview 

This project is to investigate the possibility of using silicon diaphragms in high 

temperature pressure sensors. Before this, we need to answer the questions in section 

1.2 and have a clear understanding of the mechanical behaviour of micromachined 

silicon diaphragms at high temperatures. So the objectives of the research are set as 

follows:  

• Understand the working principles of standard micromachined pressure 

sensors, and be aware of the technologies which extend the MEMS sensor to 

high temperature environment; 

• Fundamentally understand the mechanical properties of single crystal silicon, 

and know the available mechanical testing methods for the characterization of 

single crystal silicon. 

• Design a series of experiments to investigate the behaviour of micromachined 

silicon diaphragms with annealing time at a temperature above 600°C. Based 

on the experimental results, develop methods to prohibit the pressure sensing 

diaphragm from failing.  

• Be able to predict the occurrence of plastic deformation for the test samples, 

and build a model to predict the amount of plastic deformation.  

 

The remainder of the thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2 presents the 

background information focusing on the state of current Silicon-diaphragm-based 

pressure sensors, outlining the technologies which extend MEMS sensor to harsh 

environment applications, and reviewing the characterization of silicon properties at 

high temperatures. Chapter 3 simulates the load-deflection behaviour of pressurized 
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silicon diaphragms, and predicts their elevated temperature behaviour. In chapter 4, 

the experimental procedures used to investigate the elevated temperature behaviour of 

micromachined silicon diaphragms are described in detail. Based on the evolution of 

the diaphragm deflections, the suggestions of designing a silicon diaphragm for high 

temperature applications are given. Chapter 5 presents a constitutive model for the 

plastic deformation of the micromachined silicon diaphragms at high temperatures. In 

chapter 6, the predicted results from chapter 3 and chapter 5 are compared with the 

experimental results, and the implementation of the mathematical models is discussed. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the research work and proposes the directions for future 

research.  
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the background related to the development of micromachined 

pressure sensors for high temperature applications. MEMS technology is introduced 

briefly and the new trends on MEMS devices are outlined. The material properties of 

single crystal silicon are then summarized and the current state of Si-based MEMS 

pressure sensors is reviewed. Then the achievements and the challenges in the 

development of MEMS pressure sensors for harsh environment are presented. Finally, 

the material testing methods which are used to characterize the mechanical properties 

of SCS are summarized, and the high temperature behaviour of SCS, especially yield 

strength and creep properties, are reviewed.  

 

2.2 Introduction to MEMS 

2.2.1 MEMS technology 

Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) is the integration of mechanical 

elements, sensors, actuators, and electronics on a common silicon substrate. The 

MEMS devices are in the size range from micrometer to millimetre. The process by 
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which the micromechanical components are manufactured is known as 

micromachining [2-1]. Micromachining technologies are generally divided into bulk 

micromachining in which parts of the substrate material are selectively etched away, 

and surface micromachining in which thin films are deposited on the substrate in 

order to form the intended structures. The electronics in MEMS systems are fabricated 

using integrated circuit (IC) process sequences, which are identical to those used in IC 

fabrication.  

 

MEMS devices generally provide the advantages of reduced size, batch fabrication, 

low cost, low power and high precision. These advantages have lead to a growing 

number of applications of MEMS devices in a variety of industrial fields, for 

example: 

• Airbag accelerometers, tyre pressure sensors, motion sensors and angular rate 

sensors for the automobile industry applications [2-2]; 

• DNA analysis system [2-3] and drug delivery system [2-4] for the health care 

industry; 

• Microinertial reference system, microgyroscope and RF (radio frequency) 

communications system for the aerospace industry [2-5]; 
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• Inkjet printer heads for the information technology industry [2-6]; 

• Micromirror array for the television industry [2-7].  

 

The automotive industry is one of the major commercial markets for MEMS products 

since various kinds of sensors and actuators are being used in the vehicles in order to 

improve the fuel efficiency and the safety [2-2]. MEMS reliability is essential for 

space application because the devices should be able to operate under the extreme 

conditions [2-5].  

 

2.2.2 Trend of MEMS technology 

With the market needs for low cost high performance instruments and recent advances 

in micromachining technology, the next evolution of the microsystems will be the 

development of intelligent systems which are able to provide a number of functions, 

improved performance and low production cost [2-8]. Therefore, the future of MEMS 

lies in the integration of larger numbers of diverse components into systems of 

increasing complexity [2-9].  
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Meanwhile, the development of the microsystems for harsh environments has been a 

general trend in MEMS technology. Due to the increasing demand for precision 

measurements and electronic control using MEMS, microsensors and microactuators 

are required to operate in extreme conditions [2-10].  For example, in the oil industry, 

the accelerometers which are used for downhole drilling have to survive in the 

presence of high temperature and intense vibration. In the aerospace industry, the 

microsystems used in a spacecraft must operate in high radiation environment, and 

sometimes need to survive in extreme temperature conditions. Other harsh 

environments include corrosive media, extreme pressure, and/or strong shock. Much 

progress has been made to overcome the effects of the extreme conditions by the 

utilisation of new MEMS materials and technologies. However, more efforts are 

required to improve the reliability and the performance of the newly developed 

devices.  

 

2.3 Silicon-diaphragm-based pressure sensors 

The key components of silicon-diaphragm-based pressure sensors are shown in Figure 

2- 1. The micromachined silicon diaphragms are widely used as pressure sensing 

elements. The pressure is determined by the resultant strain or the displacement of the 
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diaphragm due to applied pressure. According to the transduction mechanisms, the 

micromachined pressure sensors can be classified into capacitive, piezoresistive, and 

resonant sensors. By taking the advantage of MEMS technology, miniaturization and 

sophistication of the pressure sensor have been achieved. At the same time, by 

upgrading the standard micromachined sensors, the operation range of the silicon 

based sensors has been extended to moderate temperatures. 

 

Pressure Sensing element
Physical 

movement

Transduction 

mechanisms
Electrical signal

A micromachined 

silicon diaphragm

1. Piezoresistivity

2.Capacitance

3. Resonant 

technology

 

Figure 2- 1 Key components of silicon-diaphragm-based pressure sensors [2-11] 

 

2.3.1 Silicon in mechanical sensors 

Silicon is the most wildly used material for etched diaphragms and strain gauges in 

pressure sensors because of its excellent mechanical properties, high purity and 

crystalline perfection, and the advanced silicon micromachining technology [2-12]. 

Silicon has a high Young’s modulus (190GPa), a high melting point (1400°C), a small 

thermal expansion coefficient (2.33×10
-6

/°C), and a low density (2.3g/cm
3
) [2-13]. As 
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a result, the components made by silicon are able to work in the small deflection 

region under relative high load, and to operate at normal temperatures with good 

mechanical properties.  

 

In addition, single crystal silicon is a brittle material with no plasticity or creep at 

normal temperatures. This characteristic makes the sensing devices free from signal 

drift or hysteresis. Since silicon fails by brittle fracture, high strength can be achieved 

by the optimized design of the structure and the careful application of the 

micromachining process. Silicon micromachining is based on photolithography and 

includes etching, doping and deposition of thin films.  Therefore, silicon structures 

can be shaped easily with high precision. Silicon is therefore regarded as an excellent 

material for MEMS mechanical sensors.  

 

However, silicon has its own limitations and disadvantages. Firstly, the elastic 

properties of single crystal silicon are orientation dependent. This makes the exact 

simulation of the mechanical behaviour very difficult for silicon structures with 

complex geometry. Secondly, the mechanical properties of silicon start to deteriorate 

above 500°C. At elevated temperatures, silicon becomes ductile and is susceptible to 
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creep. In addition, pure silicon sensors containing p-n junctions for electrical isolation 

(Piezoresistive sensors normally use p-n junctions to isolate the piezoresistive 

elements from the silicon substrate) can not be used at a temperature above 150°C due 

to the rising leakage current across the junctions [2- 14 ]. It is considered that 

conventional silicon-based electronics can not function above 250°C [2-15]. So it is 

necessary to use the packaging technology or a thermal isolation method to protect the 

electronics from the effects of high temperature.  

 

2.3.2 Silicon-diaphragm-based capacitive pressure sensors 

MEMS capacitive pressure sensors use a micromachined silicon diaphragm as one 

plate of a capacitor. As shown in Figure 2- 2(a), one side of the diaphragm is exposed 

to the external pressure, while the other side is exposed to a reference pressure. The 

changes of the pressure cause the diaphragm to deflect, and therefore change the 

capacitance of the capacitor. The capacitive pressure sensor exhibits high sensitivity 

to pressure, low power consumption and low temperature sensitivity. However, it is 

inherently non-linear because the capacitance is inversely proportional to the distance 

between the electrodes, and the range of operating pressure is limited. 
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Good linearity of a capacitive sensor can be achieved by operating in the contact 

mode [2-16]. As shown in Figure 2- 2(b), the pressure sensing diaphragm touches the 

substrate structure during operation. Because the thickness of the isolation layer is 

small and the dielectric constant of the isolation layer is large, the capacitance of the 

contacted area is much larger than that of the uncontacted area. At the same time, the 

capacitance of the contact area is nearly proportional to the applied pressure over a 

limited pressure range. So the output capacitance of the pressure sensor is nearly 

linear as a function of the applied pressure.  

 

  

(a) Normal mode (b) Contact mode 

Figure 2- 2 Basic structure of a capacitive pressure sensor  

(a) normal mode; (b) contact mode   [2-16] 

 

The large overload ability and robust structure make the touch mode capacitive sensor 

able to withstand a high pressure environment. Ko and Wang employed touch mode 

capacitive sensor in tyre pressure monitoring, as shown in Figure 2- 3. The silicon 
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substrate is used as bottom electrode. The gap is defined by the thickness of thermally 

grown oxide. The sensor chip consists of two capacitors. One is constructed by the 

silicon diaphragm and the substrate separated by a reference cavity. This capacitor is 

sensitive to pressure. The other is constructed by the silicon diaphragm and the 

substrate separated by the oxide in the rest of the bonding area. This capacitor is not 

sensitive to pressure and is used as a reference capacitor. This pressure sensor is able 

to measure the pressure up to 10
3
psi (6.89MPa) with good temperature characteristics 

from 25°C to 100°C [2-16].   

 

Figure 2- 3 structure of a touch mode capacitive pressure sensor [2-16] 

 

Another way to increase the linearity is to use a bossed diaphragm as the sensing 

element. For example, the capacitive differential pressure sensor designed by Moe et 
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al. employed the bossed diaphragm in their membrane capacitor, as shown on top 

right side in Figure 2- 4 [2-17]. The differential pressure sensor is developed for the 

flow-rate measurement in hot petroleum wells. The reference capacitor on the top 

right side in Figure 2- 4 enables the pressure and temperature to be compensated. The 

ASIC (SMS-5) is used for signal read-out. The sensor was able to survive in the 

pressure range of 0-1000bar (0-100MPa) and the temperature range of 0-200°C. 

 

Figure 2- 4 Schematic cross section of the differential pressure element [2-17] 

 

2.3.3 Silicon-diaphragm-based piezoresistive pressure sensor 

The piezoresistive pressure sensor consists of a micromachined silicon diaphragm and 

a substrate, as shown in Figure 2- 5. The piezoresistive strain gauges are diffused or 

implanted into the pressure sensing diaphragm. The deformation of the diaphragm 

under pressure causes a change in the structure of the piezoresistors, this leads to a 

change in the resistivity of the material. The pressure sensor normally has four 
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piezoresistors connected in a Wheatstone bridge configuration (as shown in Figure 2- 

5) in order to convert the resistance into a voltage output [2-18]. Because the 

piezoresistors are highly sensitive to the changes of the operating temperature, the use 

of temperature compensation techniques is necessary. 

 

 

Figure 2- 5 Full bridge piezoresistive pressure sensing structure [2-18] 

 

The sensitivity of the piezoresistive pressure sensor is mainly influenced by the 

diaphragm thickness and the diaphragm alignment [2-18]. When the diaphragm is 

subjected to a high pressure (for example, 100MPa), the deflection may be so large 

that the output voltage is not linear to the applied pressure any more. Aravamudhan 

and Bhansali employed double bulk-micromachined diaphragms in the piezoresistive 

sensor in order to reduce the non-linearity effect [2-19]. As shown in Figure 2- 6, the 
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inner diaphragm is thinner while the outer diaphragm is thicker. When operating 

under lower pressures, the inner diaphragm deflects and the outer remains insensitive. 

At higher pressures, inner diaphragm is in tension and change of resistance in the 

outer diaphragm is measured. In order to compensate for temperature variations, the 

piezoresistors are in the form of the Wheatstone bridge configuration. This reinforced 

sensor is capable of operating up to 703m of water (6.89MPa) with higher sensitivity 

and wider operating pressure capability compared to the conventional single 

diaphragm sensor. 

  

Figure 2- 6 Packaging scheme for the reinforced piezoresistive pressure sensor [2-19] 

 

2.3.4 Silicon-diaphragm-based resonant pressure sensor 

Resonant pressure sensors are typically based on a vibrating structure coupled to a 

micromachined silicon diaphragm. The diaphragm deforms under applied pressure, 
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and the resultant tension in the vibrating structure changes its resonant frequency. 

There are three basic resonant structures: the beam, the bridge and the diaphragm. A 

block diagram of a typical resonant sensor is shown in Figure 2- 7. A resonant sensor 

comprises four parts: the vibrating structure, the excitation unit, the detection unit and 

the feedback circuitry [2-20]. The excitation unit excites the vibrating structure into 

resonance, and the detection unit senses the vibrations. Normally, there are six main 

types of excitation and detection techniques, including electrostatic excitation and 

capacitive detection, dielectric excitation and detection, piezoelectric excitation and 

detection, resistive heating excitation and piezoresistive detection, optical heating and 

detection, magnetic excitation and detection [2-21]. It is also important to note that the 

output signal of a resonant sensor is in the frequency domain [2-22]. Therefore, the 

interface to a digital system can be simplified. The output signal should feedback via 

an amplifier to the excitation unit, to ensure that the structure can be maintained at 

resonance over the entire measured range.  
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Figure 2- 7 A block diagram of a typical resonant sensor [2-20] 

 

One of the main resonator characteristics is Quality factor (Q-factor). The Q-factor is 

defined as a ratio of the total energy stored in the structure to the total energy lost 

from the vibrating structure per cycle [2-23]. For a general device, the Q-factor is 

limited by several damping mechanisms: the damping from a surrounding fluid, Qa; 

the damping due to imbalance, Qs; and damping resulting from internal material 

related losses, Qi. These Q-factors can be related to the total Q-factor as: 1/Q =1/ 

Qa+1/ Qs+1/ Qi [2-24]. A high Q-factor is always wanted in a resonant sensor [2-25]. 

Firstly, it will enhance the desired resonant vibration, while suppressing the 

nonresonant vibrations. This enables the resonance frequency to be clear and easily 

distinguished. Secondly, it will improve the performance and resolution of the 

resonator. Thirdly, it will give a high accuracy and long-term stability. 
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The first silicon resonant pressure sensor was developed by Greenwood [2-26]. This 

sensor applied a butterfly-shape resonator (as shown in Figure 2- 8) on a silicon 

diaphragm and used electrostatic excitation and capacitive detection mechanism. The 

shape of the resonator and the diaphragm were defined by boron doping, and were 

etched from a single piece of silicon using anisotropic etching techniques. The 

resonator has a Q-factor of approximately 10,000 in a vacuum better than 0.133Pa.  

 

Figure 2- 8 SEM view of the butterfly-shape resonator [2-26] 

 

The advantages of silicon as the resonator material are very high intrinsic Q-factors 

and high repeatability [2-20]. Compared to pure piezoresistive sensors, the resonant 

pressure sensors exhibit a better sensitivity overall but a lower temperature sensitivity. 

In addition, the output signal frequency has low noise level and can be interfaced with 

digital electronics easily. However, the structure of the resonator can be very 
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complex, and the coupling between the excitation and detection mechanism is a 

technical challenge.  

 

2.4 Micromachined pressure sensors for harsh environment 

The MEMS pressure sensors which are able to operate at high temperatures are in 

great demand by the automotive and aerospace industries. The pressure sensors 

should operate up to 450°C for diesel engines, or around 650°C for turbine engines 

[2-27]. In order to extend MEMS sensor to harsh environment applications, silicon 

carbide (SiC) or silicon on insulator (SOI) technology has been employed in high 

temperature pressure sensors.  

 

2.4.1 SiC based pressure sensors 

Silicon carbide (SiC) is an attractive material for MEMS devices in harsh 

environments because of its superior properties including high modulus, high fracture 

strength, corrosion resistance, radiation resistance, mechanical stability and stable 

electronic properties at elevated temperatures, and its compatibility with existing Si 

processing techniques [2-15].  Ned et al. reported the performance of a full 6H-SiC 

piezoresistive pressure sensor based on batch fabrication process from room 
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temperature up to 600°C [2- 28 ]. Wu et al. developed a pressure sensor using 

electrically isolated 3C-SiC piezoresistors on silicon substrate [2-29]. Its performance 

was tested up to a temperature of 385°C. It is found that at elevated temperatures, the 

SiC piezoresistors do not suffer from the junction leakage, and there is no plastic 

deformation of the SiC diaphragm. For both sensors, the output voltages are almost 

linear as a function of the applied pressure at a given temperature. However, it is 

shown that both sensors exhibit strong temperature dependence because the resistance 

varies with the increasing temperature. Therefore, it is necessary to implement the 

high temperature compensation scheme in the devices.  

 

Young et al. developed a 3C-SiC capacitive pressure sensor which demonstrated a 

high-temperature sensing capability up to 400°C [2-30]. This sensor uses a 3C-SiC 

diaphragm as the pressure sensing element and operates in contact mode. The results 

show that the device exhibits separate responses at different temperatures due to the 

trapped air between the plates. It is suggested that this temperature dependent effect 

can be minimized by the wafer bonding process in vacuum. However, the device is 

expected to have thermal drift because of the mismatch of the thermal expansion 

coefficient between the SiC and the silicon substrate.  
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The superior properties of silicon carbide allow the SiC based pressure sensors to 

operate at very high temperature (>500°C). However, the micro-fabrication processes 

for SiC is far less mature than silicon based micromachining processes. The cost for 

SiC sensors is much higher than that of silicon micromachined sensors.  

 

2.4.2 SiC coated pressure sensors 

It is necessary to mention here that SiC coating of standard Si MEMS structure is an 

effective approach for MEMS sensors that need to operate in corrosive environment 

and at moderate temperatures (below 300°C) [2-31]. Silicon carbide can be deposited 

by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) techniques. The coated SiC film functions as 

passivation layer on top of sensors and enables normal Si-based pressure sensors to 

operate in harsh environments.  

 

The poly-SiC coated poly-Si DETF (double-ended tuning fork) resonant strain sensor 

developed by Azevedo et al. shows resistance to KOH etching with the operating 

temperature up to 190°C in air [2-31]. By optimizing the deposition thickness of the 

SiC coating, the strain resolution was maintained at the level which is comparable to 

the uncoated device performance. Zhang et al. used a PECVD (plasma-enhanced 
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chemical vapour deposition) silicon carbide thin film to protect a piezoresistive 

pressure sensor from an erosion environment [2-32].  

 

The SiC coated Si devices are more cost effective than full SiC devices, and 

demonstrate better performance in harsh environments than traditional Si devices.  

However, there might be large residual stress in the coated SiC film due to the 

mismatch in lattice parameter and thermal expansion between the SiC film and the Si 

substrate [2-33]. The deposition process needs to be optimized to improve the coating 

uniformity and to minimize the residual stress.  

 

2.4.3 SOI based pressure sensors 

The SOI (Silicon On Insulator) technology is an attractive approach to build the 

piezoresistive pressure sensors for high temperatures. The traditional silicon-based 

piezoresistive sensors use p-n junctions for electrical isolation. Therefore, the 

application temperature is limited to 150°C due to the junction leakage. The SOI 

wafer contains an oxide layer between the device layer and the silicon substrate. The 

SOI based piezoresistive sensors use the buried oxide layer to isolate the 
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piezoresistors from the substrate and from each other. Thus, the upper limit of the 

temperature range can be extended.  

 

One example is the high temperature piezoresistive pressure sensor developed by Guo 

et al. [2-34]. The ultra-thin silicon films (less than 0.5µm) of SOI are used as the 

pressure sensing element. As shown in Figure 2- 9(a), the sensor has four pressure 

sensing resistors in Wheatstone bridge configuration. The resistors are located on the 

edge of the square diaphragm. In order to prevent the elastic failure of the diaphragm, 

its dimensions are chosen carefully so that the maximum stress induced by the highest 

operating pressure (103.4MPa) is well below the yield strength of silicon at the 

highest operating temperature. In addition, a capping wafer is attached to the device 

wafer in order to form a reference pressure chamber, as shown in Figure 2- 9(b). A 

temperature sensor is used to measure the temperature of the pressure sensor in order 

to compensate for the temperature variations. The packaged sensor is able to measure 

over the pressure range from 16psi to 600psi (0.110MPa to 4.136MPa) and in the 

temperature range from -55°C to 500°C. The low pressure hysteresis at 500°C 

indicates that the designed silicon diaphragm is capable of operating at high 

temperature without creep or plastic deformation.  
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(a)                                                       (b) 

Figure 2- 9 A piezoresistive pressure sensor (a) a top view; (b) a cross section view [2-34] 

 

Zhao et al. developed a novel piezoresistive pressure sensor based on SOI technology 

[2-35]. The strain gauge is etched in the device layer by means of RIE (reactive-ion 

etching), and a layer of silicon-nitride is deposited to protect the silicon gauge. The 

sensor is capable of operating up to 200°C.  

 

The SOI technology is compatible with the standard silicon micromachining process. 

High quality SOI wafers are now commercially available. However, the application of 

SOI technology in harsh environments is limited. Firstly, the silicon surface is not 

stable in aggressive media, such as KOH solutions. Secondly, single crystal silicon is 

susceptible to creep at temperatures above 500°C [2-27].   
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2.5 Material characterization of single crystal silicon  

The mechanical behaviour of the structures is related to the properties of the material 

from which the structures are made. So the mechanical testing methods are 

summarized especially for the characterization of single crystal silicon. The probable 

failure modes associated with the silicon-based high pressure temperature sensors are 

plastic deformation or creep. In order to prevent silicon structure from failing, the 

characterization of the yield strength and the creep properties for single crystal silicon 

is important. Previous investigations and measurement methods are reviewed in the 

first instance.  

 

2.5.1 Mechanical testing methods 

For micromachined silicon structures, the mechanical properties of silicon may relate 

to the fabrication routes [2-36]. The fabrication routes of silicon include surface 

micromachining and bulk micromachining. Surface micromachined devices consist of 

thin deposited layers, while bulk micromachined structures are created from bulk 

material by etching processes. The mechanical properties of the deposited silicon 

layers can be different from those of the bulk silicon.   
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At the same time, some properties of silicon, such as fracture strength, are dependent 

on the scale [2-36]. The strength of the brittle material is governed by the maximum 

size of the flaws which are presented at the surface or inside the structure. The larger 

the flaw size, the lower the fracture strength. When the scales of the micromachined 

structures decrease to the range from 0.1µm to 10mm, the range of the flaw size 

reduces sequentially. Therefore, the mechanical elements at small scales are 

inherently stronger than the macroscale structures.  

 

As a result, the mechanical characterization of micromachined material is very 

important for the design and fabrication of the MEMS devices. The mechanical 

properties such as strength, fatigue, creep, internal stress and Young’s modulus have 

been investigated by a number of researchers. This section focuses on the mechanical 

testing methods used in the characterization for single crystal silicon including 

bending, tensile, membrane and bulge. 

 

The beam bending test and the direct tension test are two of the popular methods to 

study the Young’s modulus, yield strength and fracture strength of the micromachined 

cantilevers or beams. The experimental setup for bending test is simple. The method 
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needs a relatively small force to yield a lateral deformation which is large enough to 

be tested. However, the interpretation of the experimental data is not straightforward.  

 

The tension test is the most effective and direct way to obtain the testing results, but 

the method is not easy to use. Firstly, for small samples it is a challenge to apply a 

tensile load in the direction of the sample. The results can be affected by the slight 

misalignments. Secondly, it is difficult to measure the magnitude of the sample 

elongation since it is very small. Nakao et al. evaluated the fracture toughness of the 

SCS film by on-chip tensile test [2-37]. The load was applied by a double cantilever 

beam spring and the displacement was measured by a capacitive sensor. In addition, 

the testing system consists of a heating stage which enables the researcher to perform 

the test at high temperatures up to 500°C.  

 

Other testing methods such as the membrane bulge test and resonant test have been 

applied to single crystal silicon as well. Bonnotte et al. studied the elastic properties of 

thin silicon membranes by bulging tests [2-38]. The displacement of the pressurized 

membrane is recorded as a function of the applied pressure using interferometry. The 

test is easy to perform, and the silicon micromachining techniques are suitable for the 
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creation of the membrane structures. Schindel. et al. investigated the temperature 

dependence of Young’s modulus for silicon from 20°C to 700°C using the 

miniaturized silicon tuning forks [2- 39 ]. Its resonant vibration is measured by 

noncontact capacitive transducers. It was confirmed again that the Young’s modulus 

decreases with increasing temperature.  

 

2.5.2 Yield strength characterization of SCS 

2.5.2.1 Yield strength of bulk silicon 

Single crystal silicon increasingly becomes ductile above about 500°C. Samuel and 

Roberts studied the brittle-to-ductile transition (BDT) temperature by conventional 

four-point bending test [2-40]. It was observed that silicon deformed by macroscopic 

plastic yielding at temperatures above the transition temperature, while it fractured in 

a completely brittle manner below the transition. The variation of the transition 

temperature depends on the strain rate and the electronic doping. An increase in strain 

rate caused an increase in the transition temperature. The transition temperature for 

intrinsic silicon with very slow loading rate is about 560°C. The heavy boron doping 

(2×10
18

/cm
3
) was found to reduce the transition temperature by about 30°C. This is 
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because the presence of the impurity decreases the activation energy for the 

dislocation motion.  

 

Patel and Chaudburi studied the yield strength in silicon by conventional tensile test 

[2-41].  The stress-strain curves are sensitive to the initial dislocation density, the 

temperature and the strain rate. The maximum stresses reached during yield decreases 

with the increase of the initial dislocation density, as shown in Figure 2- 10(a). The 

yield stress and the flow stress for dislocation-free silicon is shown in Figure 2- 10(b). 

It can be seen that with increasing temperatures, the yield stress decreases because of 

the increased mobility of dislocations in crystal silicon. The pronounced strain rate 

dependence of the yield stress is a result of the relatively small stress dependence of 

the dislocation velocities. An increase in stress causes a small change in dislocation 

velocity, thus accommodating a small strain rate. In order to accommodate a higher 

strain rate, the dislocation velocity must increase significantly (the change in strain 

rate has little effect on the dislocation density), resulting in a dramatic increase of the 

yield stress.   
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                              (a)                                                                 (b) 

Figure 2- 10 (a) Influence of initial dislocation density on the stress-strain curve at 815°C; (b) 

Temperature and strain rate dependence of yield stress σM and flow stress σF for dislocation-free 

silicon (1kg/mm
2
= 10MPa) [2-41] 

 

The yield deformation of silicon was also studied by Pearson et al. using bending test 

[2-42], and by Sumino using the tensile test [2-43]. The experiments revealed the 

effect of the temperature, strain rate and the dislocation density on the yield behaviour 

of silicon crystals. The results provide very useful reference values of the yield 

strength for various conditions.  
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2.5.2.2 Yield strength of micromachined SCS 

The study for the plastic deformation of silicon microstructures is reviewed as 

follows.  

 

Huff et al. applied bulge test to pressurized micromachined cavities and also 

developed an analytical model to predict the amount of plastic deformation [2-44]. 

The fabrication process of the microstructure and the plastic deformation after high-

temperature exposure are shown in Figure 2- 11. The sealed cavities were made by 

bonding an etched silicon wafer to a second silicon wafer. The second wafer was then 

etched in KOH etchant in order to thin the cap layer to a thickness of 55 microns. The 

residual pressure inside the cavity is about 0.8atm (81kPa). The structures were then 

exposed to a high temperature environment for a period of 1 hour. Due to the 

expanding residual gases within the sealed cavity and the reduced yield strength of 

silicon at high temperatures, the silicon capping layer deforms plastically. The 

permanent deformation was observed after cooling and the maximum amount of 

deformation was measured by an optical microscope. As shown in Figure 2- 12, the 

resultant height of the capping layer is from 10 to 30 microns with the temperatures 

ranging from 900°C to 1150°C. The occurrence of the plastic deformation has been 
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predicted by comparing experimental values of the yield strength with the calculated 

maximum stress in the capping layer of silicon due to the expanding heated gases 

within the sealed cavity.  

 

Figure 2- 11 Silicon wafer bonding resulting in residual gas pressure inside the sealed cavities 

and plastic deformation after high-temperature exposure [2-44] 

 

 

 

Figure 2- 12 Measured heights of plastically deformed capping layer of silicon [2-44] 
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Frühauf et al. carried out 3-point bending tests on silicon beams in order to 

characterize the plastic behaviour of the silicon microelements (Figure 2- 13) [2-45]. 

The structure was created by the combination of wet anisotropic etching and plastic 

deformation at high temperatures. The tests were performed at the temperatures of 

700°C, 800°C, 900°C and 1000°C with the bending rates of 0.1mm/min, 0.3mm/min, 

1.0mm/min, 3.0mm/min and 5.0mm/min. The yield point values of the upper and 

lower yield points are listed in Table 2- 1. The values of the <100> orientated beams 

are lower than those of the <110> orientated beams.  This is because there are eight 

slip systems in the <100> orientated material while there are only such four systems 

in the <110> orientated beams. The different number of working glide systems 

generates a different number of dislocations, and thus leads to the difference of the 

upper yield-point values.  
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Figure 2- 13 Plastically deformed bending spring with mass (an undeformed element is shown in 

the foreground) [2-45] 

 

 

 

Table 2- 1 Yield point values of differently orientated beams (deformation rate: 0.1mm/min) [2-

45] 

 

 

Namazu et al. studied the elastic-plastic properties of nanometric single crystal silicon 

(SCS) wires by bending tests with an atomic force microscope (AFM) [2-46]. The 

SCS wires with widths from 200nm to 800nm were fabricated by means of 
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anisotropic wet etching. Figure 2- 14(a) shows the SEM photograph of the 200-nm-

wide wires. The schematic diagram of the bending test is illustrated in Figure 2- 14 

(b). The wires were fixed at both ends. They were bent to failure by a diamond tip. 

The bending force and the maximum displacement were calculated from the 

differential voltage detected by a built-in laser reflection technique of the AFM.  

 (a)  (b)  

Figure 2- 14 (a) SEM photograph of 200-nm-wide SCS wires, (b) Schematic of bending test with 

AFM at intermediate temperatures. [2-46] 

 

The mechanical behaviour is not only influenced by the temperature, but also affected 

by the specimen size (Figure 2- 15). The critical resolved shear stress decreases with 

the increasing wire size. The SCS wires with the width of 200nm, 300nm and 550nm 

began to show plastic behaviour at 373K, which is much lower than the brittle-to-

ductile transition temperature in bulk silicon. This is because the yield stress of 

deformed SCS wires (range from 4.2GPa to 7.2GPa) is high enough to move the 
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dislocations. Hence a large thermal energy which is essential to activate the 

dislocation motion in bulk SCS is not necessary for SCS on a nanometre scale.  

 

Figure 2- 15 Relationship between critical resolved shear stress  

and temperature at each wire size [2-46] 

 

The mechanical properties of a micron-sized SCS film were investigated by Nakao et 

al. using an ‘on-chip’ tensile test [2-47].  The specimen along with a loading system is 

shown in Figure 2- 16(a). The straight portion of the specimen is 50µm or 100µm 

long, 4µm wide and 4µm thick. The specimen profile was formed by dry etching and 

the tensile axis is aligned to the <110> direction. The loading system consists of 

torsion bars, a load lever and a support frame. When a load is applied to the load 

lever, the lever rotates around the axis of the torsion bars, leading to stretching of the 

specimen.  
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Figure 2- 16  ‘On-chip’ tensile test device [2-47] 

 

Figure 2- 17 plots the stress-strain relationship obtained from the tensile test at 

elevated temperatures. At room temperature (RT) and 300°C, the specimens deformed 

in an elastic manner, and the stress is linear to the strain until the specimen fractured 

(Figure 2- 17(a) and (b)). At 400°C and 500°C, the specimens showed ductility, and 

the stress-strain curves exhibited non-linear property under high stress (Figure 2- 

17(c) and (d)). Therefore, for micron-sized SCS samples, it is possible to show ductile 

behaviour even at 400°C.   
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Figure 2- 17 Stress-strain relationship at (a) RT, (b) 300°C, (c) 400°C, (d) 500°C [2-47] 

 

2.5.3 Creep characterization of SCS 

Creep is the continued slow straining of a material under the influence of a constant 

load [2-48].  In silicon, creep deformation occurs at a temperature higher than half of 

the absolute melting point Tm (=1685K). The continuous deformation will result in 

unacceptable dimensional changes or creep rupture of the component. When a silicon 

micromachined sensor is considered, prolonged exposure to elevated temperatures can 

lead to the shift of the output signals, and probably detrimental tertiary creep with 
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catastrophic failure of sensing element. Therefore, creep plays a key role in the sensor 

lifetime and needs a serious investigation.   

 

The creep test is usually carried out under constant load. The elongation of the 

specimen is measured against time in order to obtain the creep curve. A typical creep 

curve indicates three stages of creep deformation: primary creep, steady-state creep 

and tertiary creep (as illustrated by Figure 2- 18) [2-49]. In the primary stage, the rate 

of creep strain is relatively high, but slows down with increasing time. The strain rate 

reached its minimum value and become near constant in the secondary stage. In 

tertiary stage, the creep rate increases rapidly and leads to failure. For a given load, 

the higher the temperature, the steeper the creep curve is, and the faster the material 

will creep.  

 

Figure 2- 18 A typical creep curve [2-49] 
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Creep properties for Si have previously been investigated in several studies. Reppich 

and Haasen studied creep deformation of single crystal silicon under uniaxial 

compressive loading [2-50]. Creep curves were obtained in the stress range of 1MPa 

to 20MPa at 750 ºC to 1050 ºC.  

 

Myshlyaev et al. carried out the creep tests under uniaxial compression within the 

temperature range from 900ºC to 1300ºC at stresses from 19.6MPa to 147.1MPa [2-

51]. The experimental data showed that the shape of creep curves is related to the 

applied stress, as shown in Figure 2- 19. At a low stress of 19.6MPa, the primary part 

of the creep curve exhibits a gradual strain rate increase (curve 1) followed by a 

steady creep stage (curve 2) which occupies the main portion of the test time. The 

extent of the creep stages decreases with increasing stress and temperature. At a high 

stress of 98MPa, the creep curves of silicon became similar to those of metals: the 

specimens deformed instantaneously under applied stress, and then the creep strain 

steadily reduced to a constant rate, and then increases rapidly until the rupture of 

specimens occurred. The stationary creep rate at stresses up to 98MPa is governed by 

the kinetic equation 

ε̇= 1011
s
− 1exp− 5 .6 eV − 2 . 7× 10

− 21
cm

3
σ

kT
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Figure 2- 19 Creep curves of silicon single crystals. Temperture 1100°C , stress 19.6MPa (curve 1 

and 2, curve 1 represents the early creep stages) and 98MPa (curve 3).  Point × indicates the 

rupture [2-51] 

 

Taylor and Barrett investigated the plastic deformation of silicon which occurs at the 

early stages of creep behaviour [2-52]. Data was obtained at temperatures from 850ºC 

to 1200ºC. The applied stress in this case is quite low, ranging from 1.38MPa to 

8.27MPa. The specimens were oriented in the way that shear stress in the (ī11) [01ī] 

slip system is maximum when the uniaxial compressive load is applied. And because 

the strain is kept low, only this slip system (mentioned above) is operative. So the 

authors assumed that it is the dislocation glide that controls the creep rate. The 

logarithmic creep was observed below about 1000°C. The creep curve obtained at 

865°C is shown in Figure 2- 20. It can be seen that the ratio of creep strain over log 
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time increases with increasing stress. The creep strain at 865°C can be represented by 

equation  

)+t(=γ 1ln να  

where α and υ are 10
-3

 and 2.5min
-1

, respectively. Above about 1000°C, the steady 

state creep was observed with the activation energy of about 39kcal/mole.  

 

Figure 2- 20 Creep strain v. log time for single crystal silicon tested at 865°C (356 psi= 2.4MPa, 

533 psi=3.7MPa, 711 psi=4.9MPa, 1066psi=7.3MPa) [2-52] 

 

In order to optimize the design of the micro-engine, Walters and Spearing performed 

creep experiment on single-crystal silicon in four-point bending test [2-53]. Compared 
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with the compressive tests, this configuration avoids the problems of gripping and 

buckling of the specimen [2-54].  The maximum strain is only dependent on the load-

point deflections. Therefore, the experiment is easily conducted. The tests were run at 

temperatures between 600ºC and 850ºC for a given bending stress ranging from 

50MPa to 202MPa. The creep rate was found to be governed by Arrhenius’s law:  

ε̇= Aσ
nexp− Q

RT
 

where the activation energy Q is found to be 224kJ/mol. A typical displacement-time 

curve obtained at 973K with the constant load of 45N is shown in Figure 2- 21(a). 

The load was increased from 0N at about 80s after the data acquisition, and was held 

at 45N from 125s to 730s. The creep curve showed a pronounced primary regime and 

a steady state regime. The micrograph of the side of the specimen around the inner 

load point is shown in Figure 2- 21(b). The slip bands appeared as dark lines after the 

specimen was polished and etched in a strong oxidizing acid solution. It can be seen 

that the slip bands are orientated parallel to the <111> directions and are dense at the 

loading point.  
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(a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 2- 21 (a) A typical displacement-time data (973K, 45N); (b) SEM micrograph of a 

deformed specimen (The dark lines are slip bands as revealed by etching) [2-53] 

 

 

Figure 2- 22 SEM of the fingers of the combustor plate after combustion (the left finger shows the 

creep failure) [2-55] 

 

From the literature review, it can be seen that bulk silicon structures which are 

working in conditions of high stresses and elevated temperature are prone to creep. 
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Creep of silicon has also been observed in the finger-like structures of a 

micromachined combustor, as shown in Figure 2- 22 [2-55].  However, the creep 

effect in real MEMS structures has seldom been studied. Therefore, the creep 

characterization of micromachined silicon components is necessary.  

 

2.6 Conclusions 

MEMS pressure sensors which can operate in harsh environment are increasingly 

demanded by the industries. Traditional MEMS sensors employ silicon diaphragms as 

the sensing element. The excellent properties of SCS guarantee the proper 

performance of the micromachined pressure sensor at normal temperatures. However, 

since the electrical and mechanical properties of SCS deteriorate at elevated 

temperatures, it is only possible for Si-based pressure sensors to function in high 

temperature environments by applying proper packaging techniques or thermal 

isolation methods. Some researchers have employed new materials, such as silicon 

carbide as sensing material in MEMS sensors in order to extend the application of the 

devices to a temperature range above 500°C. The micro-fabrication processes for SiC 

is not mature and SiC sensors are very expensive.  Therefore, the development of high 

temperature low-cost pressure sensor based on silicon micromachining technology is 

always desirable.  
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Using silicon diaphragms to sense the pressure in high temperature environment is 

possible. It has been shown that a piezeoresistive pressure sensor which is based on 

the silicon diaphragm exhibited very low pressure hysteresis at 500°C [2-34]. This 

means a well designed SCS diaphragm is capable of operating at very high 

temperature without creep or plastic deformation. So it is worth investigating the 

elevated temperature behaviour of the silicon diaphragms in order to prevent the 

diaphragms from being plastically deformed, and to minimize the effect of the creep 

deformation.   

 

The yield strength and the creep properties of the bulk silicon and the SCS micro 

components are reviewed along with the mechanical testing methods which have been 

applied. The plastic behaviour of nanometric SCS wires or micron-sized SCS film is 

very different from that of bulk silicon or wet-etched silicon membranes due to the 

differences in the fabrication routes and the scale of the structures. At the same time, 

creep tests have been carried out for bulk SCS for various stress and temperature 

combinations. However the creep in SCS MEMS devices has seldom been studied. It 

is therefore important to characterize the high temperature behaviour of 
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micromachined SCS diaphragms in this project. The characterization work is valuable 

to the development of MEMS devices for harsh environments.  
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3 SIMULATION OF THE BEHAVIOUR 

OF SILICON DIAPHRAGMS 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to predict the mechanical behaviour of the pressurized 

silicon diaphragms both at room temperature and high temperature (600-1000°C) 

environments. The fundamental principles that are necessary for understanding the 

silicon diaphragm behaviour are summarized at first.  Based on the test structure 

which is going to be used for the creep experiment, the elastic deflection of the silicon 

diaphragms is simulated with both isotropic properties and orthotropic properties. 

Finally, the occurrence of the plastic deformation at elevated temperatures is predicted 

by taking advantage of the finite element method.  

 

3.2 Basic principles and test sample design 

3.2.1 Elastic properties of SCS 

 

Single crystal silicon is an orthotropic material due to its unique crystal structure. As 

shown in Figure 3- 1, silicon has the basic diamond cubic structure. It can be 

considered as two interpenetrating FCC (face-cantered-cubic) diamond structures. The 

lattice parameter is 5.43095Å. Each silicon atom has four nearest neighbours. The 

chemical bonds between the atoms are purely covalent. Due to the asymmetrical 

crystal structure and the nonuniform interatomic spacing, the elastic properties of 

silicon at a point are different in three mutually perpendicular directions.  
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Figure 3- 1 Schematic diagram of the crystal structure of silicon [3-1] 

 

The relationship between stress and strain in a coordinate system with axes equivalent 

to the axes of the unit cell can be expressed as [3-2]:  

Equation 3- 1 
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where c11=165.7GPa, c12=63.9GPa, c44=79.6GPa. The elastic constants in any 

direction can be calculated by coordinate transformation of the stiffness coefficient 

matrix in Equation 3- 1 [3-3].  The graphical representations of Young’s modulus, 

shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio in (100) plane as a function of direction are shown 

in Figure 3- 2 (a), (b) and (c). It can be seen that the Young’s modulus varies from 

130.2GPa to 168.9GPa with a minimum in the <100> directions and a maximum in 

the <110> directions. The shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio are in the range from 
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50.92GPa to 79.37GPa and from 0.0642 to 0.2786, separately, with a minimum in the 

<110> directions and a maximum in the <100> directions.  
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Figure 3- 2 Elastic properties of silicon as a function of direction in the (100) plane (GPa) 

 (a) Young’s Modulus; (b) Shear Modulus; (c) Poisson’s ratio 

 

In addition, the inverse of the stiffness coefficient can be obtained from the elastic 

constants defined in three mutual perpendicular directions x, y and z: 
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where E, ν and G are Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus. The 

elastic constants for the condition that x and y axis coincide with <110> directions in 

(100) plane are listed in Table 3- 1.  

Table 3- 1 Elastic constants of silicon (x and y axis coincide with <110> directions in (100) plane) 

 

Ex 168.9GPa Ey 168.9GPa Ez 130.2GPa 

νxy 0.0642 νyz 0.0642 νxz 0.2786 

Gxy 50.9GPa Gyz 50.9GPa Gxz 79.37GPa 

 

At the same time, silicon exhibits reductions in the stiffness coefficients with 

increasing temperature. Table 3- 2 shows the temperature coefficients of the stiffness 

coefficients.  

Table 3- 2 Temperature coefficients of the stiffness coefficients of silicon [3-4] 

Stiffness coefficient (GPa) Temperature coefficient of stiffness coefficient (K
-1

) 

C11=164.8±0.16 (dC11/dT)/C11= -122×10
-6 

C12=63.5±0.3 (dC12/dT)/C12= -162×10
-6

 

C44=79.0±0.06 (dC44/dT)/C44= -97×10
-6
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3.2.2 Fracture strength of SCS 

Failure of brittle silicon is governed by the maximum principal tensile stress presented 

in the complex stress system. The presence of internal cracks, flaws or the 

discontinuities of the structure can lead to stress concentrations in brittle silicon. 

When the maximum principal stress caused by the stress concentration exceeds the 

fracture strength, the interatomic bonds in the crystal would break and the elastic 

failure of the material occurs. The SEM image of a pressure sensitive silicon 

diaphragm and the consequent fracture surface caused by back loading are shown in 

Figure 3- 3. This failure mode is common to micromachined sensors which are 

designed for high pressure environment at low temperature.    

         

                          (a)                                                                         (b)   

Figure 3- 3 SEM micrograph of (a) a pressure sensitive silicon diaphragm and (b) fracture 

surface of broken diaphragm due to back loading (samples are provide by Druck) 

 

The measured strength for various orientations of silicon crystal is in the range from 

0.6GPa to 17.53GPa by using a tensile test or a beam-bending test [3-5]. Since the 

size of the flaw usually decreases with the dimension of the structure, the statistical 
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data shows that small specimens are usually stronger than large specimens. Moreover, 

the fracture strength of micromachined silicon is also related to the fabrication process. 

Yi et al. studied the strength of <110> oriented silicon beams which are prepared by 

different wet etchants [3-6]. Because the samples etched by EDP (an aqueous solution 

of ethylene diamine and pyrocatechol) etchant showed smoother sidewalls, the 

average strength of the samples prepared by EDP is higher than those of the samples 

prepared by the XeF2 (xenon difluoride), TMAH (tetramethylammonium hydroxide) 

and KOH (potassium hydroxide) etchants, respectively. (The average strength of the 

samples prepared by EDP, XeF2, TMAH and KOH are 1.24GPa, 1.01GPa, 0.83GPa 

and 0.63GPa, respectively.) 

 

Due to the anisotropy of silicon structure, the fracture strength and the fracture path 

are dependent on the crystallographic orientation. The research conducted by Li et al. 

showed that cracks in single crystal silicon propagate predominantly on {111} and 

{110} planes,  and the fracture path is significantly affected by the inclination of the 

cleavage planes relative to the crack orientation [3-7].  

 

3.2.3 Coefficient of thermal expansion of SCS 

Thermal stresses in silicon may arise from the mechanical constraints or mismatch of 

the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) with the mating component. Due to the 

temperature dependence of the lattice parameter, above room temperature, silicon 

expands when it is heated and contracts when it is cooled. The amount of expansion 

or contraction is proportional to the temperature change and the coefficient of thermal 
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expansion. Okada and Tokumaru proposed the CTE of silicon for the temperature 

range from 300K to 1500K [3-8]: 

 

T is the absolute temperature. The CTE obtained from the expression is plotted in 

Figure 3- 4.  
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Figure 3- 4 The coefficient of thermal expansion for silicon from 300K to 1300K 

 

3.2.4 Calculation of resolved shear stress in SCS 

Dislocation glide (or slip) means the movement of dislocation along a crystallographic 

direction. The plastic deformation in single crystal silicon is caused by the dislocation 

slip which is initiated by the shearing stress resolved on the slip plane in the slip 

direction. Wherever the acting resolved shear stress obtained from the operating 

temperature field exceeds the critical value (yield strength), the crystallographic slip 

begins. Due to the face-cantered-cubic structure of silicon, the dislocations glide along 

1643 10)10548.5)]}124(1088.5exp[1{725.3()( −−−−

××+−×−−= KTTTα
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<011> directions on the dense atomic planes {111}. So there are totally 12 primary 

slip systems. For each slip system, the orientation of the slip planes and the slip 

directions are listed in Table 3- 3. 

 

Table 3- 3  The primary slip systems of single crystal silicon [3-9] 

S 1 2 3 4 5 6 

n
s
 (Crystallographic orientation of the plane) 111 111 111 1 ī1 1 ī1 1 ī1 

l
s
 (Direction of gliding system S) ī 01 0 ī1 ī 10 ī 01 011 110 

S 7 8 9 10 11 12 

n
s
(Crystallographic orientation of the plane) ī 11 ī 11 ī 11 11 ī 11 ī 11 ī 

l
s
 (Direction of gliding system S) 0 ī1 110 101 ī 10 101 011 

 

The resolved shear stress on a system S is the scalar product (double dot product) 

between the orientation tensor, m
s
, and the macroscopic stress tensor, σ [3-10]: 

Equation 3- 2 

στ :ss
m=  

where m
s
 is given by:  

)(
2

1 s

i

s

j

s

j

s

i

s

ij lnlnm +=  

 

3.2.5 Structure of the test samples 

The test samples are designed specially in order to be compatible with the micromachining 

process. As shown in  
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Figure 3- 5(a), a silicon diaphragm with a thickness of 50 µm is fixed to a silicon substrate. The 

cavity with a depth of 300 µm under the diaphragm is sealed in vacuum. The region of the 

circular diaphragm is determined by the shape of the cavity, as shown in  

Figure 3- 5(b). The radius of the diaphragm is in the range of 0.5mm to 2.5mm in 

order to study the size effect on the diaphragm behaviour. The edges of the die are 

along <110> directions in the (100) plane. The test samples are expected to be 

exposed to the pressure of about 101, 325Pa (1atm) at room temperature (20°C) and 

elevated temperatures (600°C-900°C). All the following simulations are based on the 

designed sample structure and the proposed operating conditions.  

 

 

(a) Cross-sectional view  

                   

(b) Top view 

 

Figure 3- 5 The structure of test samples  
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3.3 Elastic behaviour analysis of SCS diaphragms 

Silicon is brittle material at room temperature. So the deformation of the SCS 

diaphragms under applied pressure is elastic. The load-deflection behaviour of both 

isotropic and orthotropic diaphragms has been well studied by Timoshenko [3-11].   

 

3.3.1 Theoretical analysis of isotropic diaphragms 

The elastic properties of the material for isotropic diaphragms are the same in all 

directions. When the deflection is small, the lateral loads are carried by a bending 

action of the diaphragm only and the strain of the middle plane can be neglected. For 

a rigidly clamped circular diaphragm with small deflection, the deformation under a 

uniformly distributed pressure (P) is given by [3-11]: 

Equation 3- 3 

222 )r(a
64D

P
w(r) −=  

where r, a are the radial coordinate and the diaphragm radius, respectively. D is the 

flexural rigidity and is given as: 

Equation 3- 4 

)ν12(1

Eh
D

2

3

−

=  

where h, E and ν are diaphragm thickness, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, 

respectively. It can be seen that the amount of defection is directly proportional to the 

applied pressure.  
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However, if the lateral deflection increases beyond 30% of diaphragm thickness, the 

force produced by the stretching of the middle surface plays an important role in 

resisting the lateral load. Therefore the strain of the middle plane needs to be taken 

into account in predicting the diaphragm deformation using large deflection theory.  

The deflection of the diaphragm is approximated as [3-11]: 

Equation 3- 5 

2

2

2

0 )
a

r
(1ww(r) −=  

where w0 is the maximum displacement and is expressed as: 

Equation 3- 6 

)
h

w
0.488(1

1

64D

Pa
w

2

2

0

4

0

+

=  

The effect of the stretching at the middle surface on the maximum deflection is 

represented by the last factor on the right-hand side of Equation 3- 6.  

 

3.3.2 Theoretical analysis of orthotropic diaphragms 

The small deflection solution for a clamped circular diaphragm with orthotropic 

properties is given by [3-11]: 

Equation 3- 7 

2222 )yx(a
D64

P
y)w(x, −−

′

=

.                       

where the flexural rigidity D′ is given by :                                                                                  

Equation 3- 8 

)3D2H(3D
8

1
D yx ++=′

.                                                                                                          
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where Dx and Dy are the flexural rigidities along x, y directions, respectively and are 

given by: 

12

h

νν1

E
D

3

yx

x
x

−

=

 and 
12

h

νν1

E
D

3

yx

y

y
−

=

.                                                                                         

where Ex, Ey, νx, νy are the moduli of elasticity and Poisson’s ratios in the x and y 

directions, respectively. H is given by: 

xy1 2DDH +=
.                                                                                                                                             

In which D1 and Dxy are torsional rigidities and are given by: 

12

h
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3

xy

xy =

.                                                                                                               

where Gxy is the shear modulus. The solution gives a good prediction for the 

deflection of the orthotropic diaphragms. However, the expression for the flexural 

rigidity D´ involves the elastic properties in different directions, thus making the 

calculation very complicated.   

 

In order to simplify the calculation, the equivalent Young’s modulus Ee and Poisson’s 

ratio νe of the anisotropic diaphragms have been derived [3-12]: 
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So the small deflection of an anisotropic diaphragm can be approximated by applying 

the equivalent elastic properties in the solutions for isotropic diaphragms (Equation 3- 

3 and Equation 3- 4).  

 

Table 3- 4 The elastic properties for (100) oriented silicon wafer [3-13] 

Young’s modulus Shear modulus Poisson’s ratio Equivalent value 

Ex =168.9 [GPa] 

Ey =168.9 [GPa] 

Gxy=50.9 [GPa] 

νxy=0.0642 

νyx=0.0642 

E100=151.3 [GPa] 

ν100=0.1615 

 

The equivalent elastic properties for (100) oriented silicon wafer are shown in Table 

3- 4. The x-y plane coincides with the wafer surface. The x axis aligns with the <110> 

direction on the plane.  

 

3.3.3 Simulation results of analytical models  
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Figure 3- 6 Maximum deflection of the SCS diaphragms using small deflection theory 
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The small deflection of the circular silicon diaphragms is shown in Figure 3- 6. The 

diaphragms are under one atmospheric pressure (101.3kPa) at room temperature. The 

data which are represented by the red line is obtained by applying the equivalent 

properties of silicon in Equation 3- 3 and Equation 3- 4. The data which are 

represented by blue cross is obtained by applying the orthotropic properties of silicon 

in Equation 3- 7 and Equation 3- 8. It can be seen that the solutions which are based 

on the equivalent properties are very close to the results which are obtained from the 

orthotropic properties. Therefore, using the equivalent properties of silicon in the 

isotropic diaphragm solutions is an effective way to approximate the deflection of the 

orthotropic SCS diaphragms.  

 

According to Figure 3- 6, the maximum deflection increases with the diaphragm 

radius under a given pressure. However, when the radius is in the range of 2mm-

2.5mm, the maximum deflection is larger than 30% of the diaphragm thickness 

(15µm). So the use of the small deflection theory is not appropriate for the 

diaphragms with the radius from 2mm to 2.5mm.  

 

3.3.4 FEA simulation using 2D axisymmetrical model 

Finite element analysis (FEA) is a valuable tool for the diaphragm study since it is 

able to model the complex test sample structure. The elastic behaviour of the test 

structures are simulated using finite element method with the COMSOL Multiphysics 

3.5a.  
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A simplified model with isotropic material properties is built in 2D axisymmetrical space. This 

equivalent elastic properties for (100) oriented silicon wafer (Table 3- 4) are used. A simplified 

geometry of the test structure and the simulation results are shown in  

Figure 3- 7. The diaphragm radius is 2.5mm. The pressure is applied on the upper 

surface. The boundaries at the bottom and the sidewall of the substrate are rigidly 

fixed. The maximum displacement is at the centre of the diaphragm and is about 

33.45µm. Figure 3- 8 shows that the maximum stress induced by the atmospheric 

pressure is around 174MPa at the upper corner of the diaphragm edge.   

 

 

 

Figure 3- 7 The displacement of the test sample under atmospheric pressure in 2D 

axisymmetrical model (µm) 
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Figure 3- 8 The first principal stress of the test sample under atmospheric pressure in 2D 

axisymmetrical model (MPa) 

 

3.3.5 FEA simulation using 3D orthotropic model 

 

  

Figure 3- 9 The displacement of the test sample under atmospheric pressure 

 in a quarter sample model (µm) 

<110> 
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Since the test structure has two planes of symmetry, only a quarter of the test sample 

is modelled in 3-dimensional domain using orthotropic properties of silicon (elastic 

constants listed in Table 3- 1).  In comparison with the model of the whole structure, 

this quarter model is able to reduce the memory used in the computation, and 

therefore reduces the computational time greatly. A quarter of the test structure and 

the simulation results are shown in Figure 3- 9. The diaphragm radius is 2.5mm. The 

x-axis of the model coordinate system aligns with crystallographic direction <110> in 

the (100) wafer plane. The pressure is applied on the upper surface of the sample. The 

boundaries at the bottom and the sidewall of the substrate are rigidly fixed (the same 

as those of the 2D axisymmetrical model). The results show that the diaphragm 

displacement is axisymmetrical with a maximum of 33.29µm at the centre. In Figure 

3- 10, the first principal stress field is not axisymmetrical. The maximum value is 

predicted as 189MPa at the diaphragm edge and in the <110> direction.  

 

 

Figure 3- 10 The first principal stress of the test sample under atmospheric pressure in a quarter 

sample model (MPa)  

<110> 
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3.3.6 Simulation results of FEA models  

 

The simulation results of FEA models for all the test samples are listed in Table 3- 5. 

The 2D axisymmetrical model makes a good estimation of the diaphragm 

displacement because its predictions are very close to the simulation results obtained 

from the 3D orthotropic model. However, assuming the diaphragm to be isotropic 

leads to the underestimation of the maximum stress. For all diaphragm radiuses, the 

maximum first principal stresses are under the minimum fracture strength (600MPa) 

of single crystal silicon. Therefore, the micromachined silicon diaphragms are able to 

withstand the atmospheric pressure at room temperature.  

 

Table 3- 5 List of FEA simulation results 

 2D axisymmetrical model 3D orthotropic model 

Radius 

(mm) 

Maximum 

deflection (µm) 

Maximum 

stress (MPa) 

Maximum 

deflection (µm) 

Maximum 

stress (MPa) 

0.50 0.08 6.18 0.08 7.78 

0.75 0.37 14.8 0.36 16.8 

1.00 1.11 27.2 1.08 29.2 

1.25 2.65 43.7 2.57 47.0 

1.50 5.39 64.1 5.24 69.3 

1.75 9.75 88.5 9.54 96.2 

2.00 16.0 116 15.7 126 

2.50 33.4 174 33.3 189 
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3.4 Prediction of the occurrence of plastic deformation  

3.4.1 The FEA model 

The occurrence of the plastic deformation for single crystal silicon can be predicted 

by evaluating the magnitude of the resolved shear stress in the silicon structure. The 

plastic deformation begins when the resolved shear stress from the operating 

temperature field reaches the yield strength. Because the shear stress resolved on a 

slip system is related to the macroscopic stress tensor (Equation 3- 2 in section 3.2.4), 

the key point of the simulation is to calculate the pressure induced stress in the test 

structures. This can be done by the aid of COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a. Because the 

definitions in section 3.2.4 are referred to the [100] crystal orientation, the geometry 

of the quarter FEA model needs to be aligned to the way that both the x and y 

directions of the model coordinate system are along <100> directions on the (100) 

plane, as shown in Figure 3- 11. Here the longest edge of the geometry is one edge of 

the test structure.  
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Figure 3- 11 A quarter FEA model defined along <100> directions 

 

In this model, the elastic properties given by Equation 3- 1 are applied. Since the test 

samples are free to expand in the high temperature environment (this is because the 

silicon wafers are free to expand during high temperature annealing) and the structure 

is made of pure silicon, there is no thermally induced stress. At the same time, the 

temperature dependence of the elastic properties of silicon (Table 3- 2) is ignored in 

the analysis. This is because its effect on the stress field is very small compared with 

the effect of the applied pressure. The resolved shear stress for all the slip systems can 

then be obtained by applying the Cauchy stress in Equation 3- 2 : 

Equation 3- 9 

zxxyyz σστττ +−−=
1  

zyxyxz σστττ +−−=
2  

yzxxzy τστστ +−−=
3  

zyzxxy στσττ +−−=
4  

[100] 
[010] 

[001] 

One edge of the test structure 

Symmetrical 

plane 

Symmetrical 

plane 
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zyxzxy σστττ +−+=
5  

yzyxzx τστστ +−+=
6  

zyxzxy σστττ +−+=
7  

yzyxxz τσσττ ++−=
8  

zyzxxy στσττ ++−=
9  

yzyxxz τσσττ −+−=
10  

zyzxyx σττστ −++=
11  

zyxzxy σστττ −++=
12   

 

3.4.2 Simulation results and prediction for plastic deformation 

Figure 3- 12 shows the resolved shear stress in the silicon diaphragm for each slip 

system. The radius of the pressurized diaphragm is 2.5mm. Due to the orthotropic 

properties of single crystal silicon, the stress field for one slip system is different from 

that for another. It can be seen that the highest resolved shear stress is about 200MPa 

and occurs at the edge of the diaphragm for slip system 11 and 12.  
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a) Slip system 1  [ī01] on (111) b) Slip system 2  [0ī1] on (111) 

c) Slip system 3  [ī10] on (111) d) Slip system 4  [ī01] on (1ī1) 

  

e) Slip system 5  [011] on (1ī1) f) Slip system 6  [110] on (1ī1) 
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g) Slip system 7  [0ī1] on (ī11) h) Slip system 8  [110] on (ī11) 

  

i) Slip system 9 [101] on (ī11) j) Slip system 10 [ī10] on (11ī) 

  

k) Slip system 11  [101] on (11ī) l) Slip system 12  [011] on (11ī) 

Figure 3- 12 FEM simulation image of resolved shear stress [Pa] 
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At above 500°C, single crystal silicon becomes ductile, and the slip of dislocation 

begins when the resolved shear stress reaches the yield strength at the operating 

temperature. The yield strength for the dislocation-free silicon which was obtained at 

a strain rate of 5×10
-3

cm/min (Figure 2- 10(b)) is used in this simulation [3-14]. 

Because the temperature dependence of the stiffness coefficients (Table 3- 2) is 

ignored in the model, the simulated elastic stress in the test structure is independent of 

the operating temperatures. Therefore, the magnitude of the resolved shear stress at 

elevated temperature fields remains the same.  
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Figure 3- 13 Plot of maximum resolved shear stress in diaphragm as a function of diaphragm 

radius (comparison of resolved shear stress with yield strength) 

 

The mechanical behaviour of the silicon diaphragm can be predicted by comparing 

the highest resolved shear stress with the yield strength at the operating temperature, 

as shown in Figure 3- 13. At 700°C, the yield strength is about 300MPa. The 

maximum resolved shear stresses for all the diaphragms are in the range from 13MPa 
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to 207MPa.  Therefore, all the silicon diaphragms deform elastically when the 

temperature is less than 700°C. When the operating temperature increases to 800°C, 

the yield strength decreases to about 120MPa. The resolved shear stress is greater than 

the yield strength when the diaphragm radius is from 1.75mm to 2.5mm. So these 

diaphragms are likely to deform plastically. At 900°C, the plastic deformation is 

likely to occur for the diaphragms with a radius in the range of 1.25mm-2.5mm. When 

the operating temperature increases to 1000°C, the yield strength decreases 

dramatically to 18MPa so that most diaphragms would deform plastically. 

 

The mechanical behaviour of the test samples is predicted in Figure 3- 14 for each 

diaphragm radius and operating temperature. It can be seen that the higher the 

operating temperature and the larger the diaphragm radius, the more likely the plastic 

deformation occurs.  

 

 

 

Figure 3- 14 Prediction of the diaphragm behaviour at high temperatures  

 

In addition, the plastic region can also be predicted by the FEA model, as illustrated by  
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Figure 3- 15. The area where the resolved shear stress is larger than the yield strength 

for any slip system is demonstrated by the red colour. It can be seen that at 800°C, the 

slip of dislocations might occur at the region close to the diaphragm edge. When the 

temperature increases to 900°C, the whole diaphragm seems to deform plastically.  

 

a)  at 800 °C b) at 900 °C 

 

Figure 3- 15 Plastic zones in the diaphragm with a radius of 2.5mm (illustrated by red) predicted 

by FEA model 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

The small deflections of the circular SCS diaphragms are predicted by the analytical 

models. Since the elastic properties of silicon are orthotropic, the theoretical analysis 

of the diaphragm deformation under pressure is complicated. By applying the 

equivalent elastic properties of the orthotropic diaphragm in the isotropic diaphragm 

solutions, the calculation is simplified, and the small deflection is well approximated.  
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Moreover, the elastic deformation and the stress field of the test samples under 

pressure are simulated using finite element method. Both the 2D axisymmetrical 

model and the 3D orthotropic model make a good estimation of the diaphragm 

displacement. However, assuming the diaphragm to be isotropic leads to an 

underestimation of the induced stress in the diaphragm.  

 

By comparing the resolved shear stress in the diaphragm with the yield strength, the 

occurrence of the plastic deformation is predicted for each diaphragm radius and each 

operating temperature. It is found that the higher the operating temperature and the 

larger the diaphragm radius, the more likely the plastic deformation occurs. However, 

this model can not predict the amount of the plastic deformation.  
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4 THE MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF SILICON 

DIAPHRAGMS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 

 

4.1 Introduction 

It has been reported in section 2.3.1 that single crystal silicon becomes ductile and is 

susceptible to creep at elevated temperatures. So the silicon diaphragms might deform 

plastically or creep in the high temperature environment. The direct observation of the 

diaphragm behaviour during annealing is experimentally very difficult because 

elevated temperature is involved. However, both the plastic deformation and creep 

deformation are permanent, and the surface profiles of the test samples will be 

changed for ever. So the permanent deformation can be detected by studying the 

evolution of the surface profile with annealing process. Based on this concept, an 

experiment is designed to investigate the mechanical behaviour of micromachined 

silicon diaphragms at high temperatures.  

 

The testing samples were fabricated by advanced MEMS technologies. The 

microfabrication process is presented at first, and then followed by the experimental 

procedures and settings. Since the test samples were exposed to the atmospheric 

pressure at room temperature after they are made, the resultant initial elastic 

deformation was investigated.  

 

The mechanical behaviour of silicon diaphragms was studied using heavily doped 

silicon diaphragms at a temperature of 600°C, 800°C and 900°C, respectively. The 

maximum deflections for the diaphragms with radii from 0.5mm to 2.5mm are 
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reported with respect to the anneal time. Based on the evolution of the measured 

profiles, the effect of size and temperature on the diaphragm behaviour is discussed. 

The effect of the implanted argon ions on the diaphragm behaviour was investigated 

using lightly doped silicon diaphragms at a temperature of 800°C.  

 

4.2 Microfabrication of the test samples 

4.2.1 Overview of the fabrication process 

The structure of the test samples has been illustrated in section 3.2.5. The fabrication 

process of the test samples is briefly illustrated in Figure 4- 1. The process starts with 

a 4-inch-diameter boron-doped <100> prime silicon wafer and a 4-inch-diameter 

<100> bond-and-etch-back-silicon-on-insulator (BESOI) wafer (step 1). The silicon 

wafers were provided by Si-mat
TM

 [4-1]. The prime silicon wafer is 525+/-25µm thick 

and double side polished, with a resistivity of 1-30 ohm-cm. The BESOI wafer has 

50+/-0.5µm thick single crystal silicon (SCS) device layer and 0.5µm+/-5% thick 

silicon dioxide layer on a 400+/-5µm thick SCS handle wafer. The SCS device layer 

is <100> oriented silicon with boron doping resistivity of 0.001-0.002 ohm-cm. The 

handle wafer is <100> oriented silicon wafer with boron doping resistivity of 1-20 

ohm-cm.  

 

In step (2), a thin layer of photoresist is deposited at the front side of the prime silicon 

wafer, and the photoresist is then patterned using the designed mask. After that, the 

front side of the patterned wafer is etched using deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) in 

step (3). In step (4), the silicon substrate is bonded to a (100) oriented BESOI wafer 

by silicon fusion bonding method [4-2]. Then, the silicon handle layer of the BESOI 
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wafer was totally etched away by KOH wet-etching process (step 5). Finally, the 

samples were made ready for the subsequent tests after the wet etching of the silicon 

dioxide layer in an HF solution (step 6). 

 

Figure 4- 1 Process flow for fabricating test samples 

 

4.2.2 Lithography 

Lithography is a special printing process used to transfer the detailed patterns to a 

photosensitive material by selective exposure to a radiation source. The process for 

the sample fabrication utilizes MEGAPOSIT
TM

 SPR
TM

 220-7.0 positive photoresist 

[4-3]. Exposure to the UV light breaks the chemical chains of SPR220-7.0 so that the 

exposed resist becomes more soluble in the developer. The advantage of this resist is 

that thick layer of the resist can be achieved at relatively low spin speed. The silicon 

structure can therefore be protected from chemical attack during the etch process.  
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In the first step, the wafers are chemically cleaned to remove any particles and 

impurities using isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and acetone. Then the wafer is coated 

uniformly with SPR220-7.0 and spun for 40 seconds at 2000rpm. The thickness of the 

photoresist is about 9µm. The wafers are then ‘soft baked’ at 115°C for 90s using a 

hotplate. This soft bake reduces the remaining solvent content in the resist in order to 

improve resist adhesion to the wafer and anneal the shear stresses introduced during 

the spin-coating.  

 

The photoresist was then exposed to a UV light source at a dose of 700mJ/cm
2
 for 45s 

on a hard contact mode using Canon mask aligner PLA-501FA. The mask for the 

exposure consists of arrays of circular patterns which define the planar geometry of 

the cavity. After exposure, the resist is placed in developer MF 26A for approximately 

2 minutes. The irradiated region of the resist is etched away in the developer. As 

shown in Figure 4- 2, the circular pattern is transferred to the resist for each cell. The 

photolithography is then completed with a hard bake at 95°C for 45 minutes on a 

hotplate in order to increase the stability of the remaining photoresist for subsequent 

processes.  

 

Photoresist SPR220-7.0  

Figure 4- 2 One cell with a layer of photoresist after development 
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4.2.3 DRIE 

The etching process transfers the pattern of the photoresist into the silicon wafer. 

After photolithography, the prime silicon wafer was etched using STS Multiplex ICP 

(inductively coupled plasma) etcher in order to form the cavity [4-4]. For MEMS 

application, DRIE is usually employed to make small trenches with high aspect ratios 

[4-5]. This process consists of sequential etching and passivating steps in order to 

achieve anisotropic etching [4-6], as shown in Figure 4- 3. In step (b), the etch 

proceeds in the high density inductively coupled SF6 plasma. The selectivity to the 

photoresist is around 100:1. The passivation is achieved by deposition of a thin 

polymer on the wafer surface using C4F8 as a source gas, as illustrated by Figure 4- 3 

(c). In the following etch step (d), the polymer on the bottom of the trench is then 

removed by energetic ions and silicon is etched. The polymer on the sidewall prevents 

the lateral etching and therefore the vertical sidewall profile is maintained. By 

repeating the etching and passivating cycles, the designed depth of the structure can 

be obtained.  

 

Figure 4- 3 schematic presentation of DRIE sequence [4-6]:  

(a) Patterned photoresist on the prime silicon wafer, (b) Etching silicon in SF6 plasma,  

(c) Passivation cycle to deposit a layer of polymer,  

(d) The following etch step to remove the polymer at the base and to etch the exposed silicon  
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Since DRIE permits the fabrication of deep structures with the depth up to 500µm, it 

is a good tool to etch the silicon cavity with the depth of 300µm. The cavity radius 

ranges from 0.5mm to 2.5mm. The exposed area was estimated at 6%. The operating 

conditions of the STS were: 130sccm of SF6 (12W electrode power and 600W of coil 

power), 100sccm of C4F8 (0W electrode power and 600W of coil power), the APC set 

at 67.5°.  

 

The wall profile is mainly controlled by the etching to deposition step time ratio in 

this case [4- 7 ]. Insufficient passivation leads to an increase in lateral etching. 

Insufficient etching results in incomplete removal of the passivation and the formation 

of grass-like residues. The passivation and the etching must therefore be in balance to 

maintain profile anisotropy. Figure 4- 4 shows the SEM image of the cross section of 

an etched cavity. The etching to passivation step times ratio is 8s/5s. The grass-like 

structure at the cavity base shows that the protective polymer layer is not removed 

effectively in the etching process. The etching time in a cycle is then increased to 10s. 

However, the grass near the sidewall can be seen clearly in Figure 4- 5. So the 

duration of the etching is optimized to 12s with the average etch rate of 2.5µm/min.  
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Figure 4- 4 SEM image of the grass with the etching over passivation time of 8s/5s 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4- 5 SEM image of the grass with the etching over passivation time of 10s/5s 
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4.2.4 Wafer bonding 

Silicon fusion bonding is a direct silicon-to-silicon bonding technique which creates 

high strength bonds between silicon wafers. The technology has been widely applied 

in the fabrication of silicon sensors, actuators and other microstructures [4-8]. Prior to 

bonding, both prime wafer and BESOI wafer went through a cleaning step to remove 

particles and to create two hydrophilic surfaces. The two wafers were then aligned 

and joined together at room temperature in a vacuum. A bonding force of 1.5kN was 

applied by the piston in order that an electrostatic bond can be formed between the 

surfaces. A high temperature anneal was then performed at 1100°C for 1 hour in a 

furnace filled with nitrogen gas. This process allowed a permanent diffusion bond to 

form between the device layer of the BESOI wafer and the silicon substrate of the 

prime silicon wafer. According to the study by Tada et al., the CTE of silicon is much 

higher than the CTE of silicon dioxide at high temperatures [4-9]. Therefore, when 

back to the room temperature, the tensile stress was induced in the silicon layer while 

the compressive stress was induced in the silicon dioxide layer. The schematic 

drawing of the test sample after silicon fusion bonding is shown in Figure 4- 6.  

 

Silicon dioxide layer Device layer  

Figure 4- 6 Schematic drawing of test sample after silicon fusion bonding (cross-sectional view) 
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4.2.5 Wet etching 

The wet chemical etching method used here aimed to remove the backside of the 

BESOI wafer, leaving the thin device layer on the silicon substrate.  KOH is usually 

used as crystal orientation-dependent etchants of silicon [4-10]. The slowest etching 

planes are the {111} planes because those planes have the most dense atomic packing.  

Because the etch rate for (100) planes is much faster than for {111} planes, the 

etching creates the sidewalls at 54.74° to the wafer’s surface for (100) silicon wafer. 

However, the whole handle layer of silicon was removed by this process.  

 

Silicon dioxide is an amorphous material which etches equally well in all directions. 

Hydrofluoric acid (HF) solutions are used in the MEMS technology to etch the silicon 

dioxide film on top of the bulk silicon [4-11]. Because HF solutions etch silicon only 

very slowly, it can be assumed that the etching process stops on the silicon of the 

device layer. Therefore, the thickness of the silicon diaphragms could be controlled 

accurately.  

 

The schematic drawing of the formed silicon diaphragm is shown in Figure 4- 7. 

Because the silicon dioxide layer was totally removed, the thermal stress which was 

induced in the silicon layer during the wafer bonding process was released. Therefore, 

there was no thermal stress in the ready-made silicon specimens.  
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Device layer  

Figure 4- 7 Schematic drawing of formed silicon diaphragm sample (cross-sectional view) 

 

4.2.6 Discussion of the micromachined test samples 

The combination of lithography, deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) and silicon fusion 

bonding (SFD) produced vacuum cavities between bonded wafers. A photograph of 

the fabricated test samples on a wafer is shown in Figure 4- 8. A silicon diaphragm 

with the radius of 2.5mm is depicted in the rectangular box. The diaphragms 

deformed toward the substrate due to the atmospheric pressure. Since the wafer 

surface was highly reflective, only a few of the deformed diaphragms can be seen 

clearly.  
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Figure 4- 8 Photograph of a silicon wafer with the test samples (The photos were taken in the 

clean room lithography area where the light appeared yellow) 

 

The availability of the wet etching method and the BESOI wafers allowed good 

control over diaphragm thickness.  Figure 4- 9 shows the SEM micrograph of the 

cross section for a microfabricated test sample. It can be seen that the thickness of the 

silicon device layer is uniform; the sidewall of the etched cavity is nearly vertical.  

 

Silicon diaphragm under 

atmospheric pressure 
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Figure 4- 9 SEM image of a microfabricated test sample (cross-sectional view) 

 

However, the manufacturing processes are not ideal. The boron dopant would 

introduce internal stress in the silicon diaphragms [4-12].  The air may be trapped 

inside the cavities during the wafer bonding process. And the temperature may not be 

evenly distributed during the high temperature anneal. These fabrication 

imperfections could have an effect on the mechanical behaviour of the silicon 

diaphragms. Therefore, they need to be considered when the experimental data is 

evaluated.   

 

4.3 The experimental procedures and settings 

The mechanical behaviour of silicon diaphragms depends on the properties of single 

crystal silicon as a function of temperature, as shown in Figure 4- 10. At low 

temperature, silicon is brittle. So silicon diaphragms deform elastically under external 

load before fracture. Since single crystal silicon becomes ductile and is susceptible to 
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creep at elevated temperatures, silicon diaphragms are likely to deform plastically 

under external load.  

 

B
D

T

 

Figure 4- 10 mechanical properties of single crystal silicon as a function of temperature  

(BDT stands for brittle ductile transition) [4-13] 

 

The experiment takes advantage of the diaphragm behaviour at different temperatures.  

The schematic representation of the experimental procedure is shown in Table 4- 1. 

The diaphragm behaviour at each step is also predicted according to silicon properties.  

After the test samples were made, they were exposed to atmosphere. So the surface 

profiles were firstly measured by Zygo NewView 5000
TM

, a non-contact scanning 

white light interferometer [4-14]. The samples were imaged by using 5× objective 

lens, acquiring images in a grid array, which were subsequently stitched together. The 

resolution of the measurement system was set to ‘high’ when the maximum 

diaphragm deflection was in the range from 0 to 100µm. If the maximum deflection 

of the diaphragm was over 100µm, the resolution of the measurement system was set 

to ‘low’. The Talymap software was then employed for the analysis of the profile data 

[4-15]. The measurement was conducted at a laboratory temperature of 20°C in the 

Wolfson School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering at Loughborough 

University.  
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Table 4- 1 Schematic representation of experimental procedure 

 

Procedures Schematic drawing of test samples Diaphragm behaviour 

i)Surface profile 

measurement 1: 

Atmospheric 

pressure at 20°C;  

Elastic deformation; 

ii)Anneal stage A: 

One atmospheric 

pressure at anneal 

temperature for 

designated anneal 

time* 

The chamber of furnace (High temperature)

A circular 

diaphragm

Substrate

Vaccum

1 atm

 

Elastic deformation; 

Possible plastic 

deformation**; 

Creep  

iii) Surface profile 

measurement 2: 

Atmospheric 

pressure at 20°C;  

Elastic deformation; 

Possible permanent 

deformation in anneal 

stage A; 

 

iv) Anneal stage B: 

One atmospheric 

pressure at anneal 

temperature for 

designated anneal 

time* 

The chamber of furnace (High temperature)

A circular 

diaphragm

Substrate

Vaccum

1 atm

 

Elastic deformation; 

Possible plastic 

deformation** ; 

Creep; Possible 

permanent deformation 

in anneal stage A; 

v) Surface profile 

measurement 3: 

Atmospheric 

pressure at 20°C;  

Elastic deformation; 

Possible permanent 

deformation in anneal 

stage A and B; 
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vi) Anneal stage C: 

One atmospheric 

pressure at anneal 

temperature for 

designated anneal 

time* 

The chamber of furnace (High temperature)

A circular 

diaphragm

Substrate

Vaccum

1 atm

 

Elastic deformation; 

Possible plastic 

deformation** ; 

Creep; Possible 

permanent deformation 

in anneal stage A and 

B; 

vii) Surface profile 

measurement 4: 

Atmospheric 

pressure at 20°C;  

Elastic deformation; 

Possible permanent 

deformation in anneal 

stage A, B and C; 

 

*The anneal temperature and time are specified in Table 4- 2 . 

**Plastic deformation occurs if the resolved shear stress in the diaphragm exceeds the critical 

value.  

 

Table 4- 2 Anneal time and temperatures  

Anneal time (hour) 

Anneal temperature 

Stage A Stage B Stage C 

600°C 1 68 68 

800°C 1 15 15 

900°C 1 10 10 

 

 

The test samples were then placed in the furnace tube and were annealed under one 

standard atmospheric pressure. The anneal time for each stage is dependent on anneal 

temperature, and is specified in Table 4- 2. After anneal stage A, the surface profiles 
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of test samples were measured again under the atmospheric pressure at 20°C (surface 

profile measurement 2). Because single crystal silicon becomes brittle again during 

the measurement, the silicon diaphragms deform elastically under the applied pressure. 

However, the plastic deformation and creep deformation is permanent. The measured 

deformation will consist of any plastic deformation which has occurred in anneal 

stage A. 

 

Therefore, it is possible to determine the diaphragm behaviour during the anneal stage 

A by comparing the surface profiles obtained from the measurement 2 with those 

obtained from the measurement 1. For each silicon diaphragm, if the surface profile 2 

is the same as the surface profile 1, it can be concluded that no plastic deformation 

occurs during the anneal stage A; if the surface profile 2 is different from the surface 

profile 1, it can be concluded that plastic deformation or creep occurs during the 

anneal stage A, and the magnitude of the deformation can be obtained by subtracting 

the surface profile 1 from the surface profile 2.  

 

In addition to the anneal stage A, the test samples had to go through the anneal stages 

B and C in order to investigate the effect of the anneal time. The surface profiles of 

the test samples were measured after each annealing process (surface profile 

measurement 3 and 4). Therefore, the diaphragm behaviour during annealing can be 

obtained by comparing the surface profiles before and after annealing.  
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4.4 The mechanical behaviour of silicon diaphragms under 

atmospheric pressure 

After the test samples were made, the surface profiles of the silicon diaphragms were 

firstly measured under atmospheric pressure at 20°C. For each diaphragm size, three 

test samples were measured on each silicon wafer. So twelve surface profiles were 

obtained from four silicon wafers with the silicon resistivity of 0.001ohm-cm, while 

fifty surface profiles were obtained from five wafers with the silicon resistivity over 

1000ohm-cm. The surface profile of a lightly doped silicon diaphragm (resistivity of 

0.001ohm-cm) under the air pressure of 100, 840 Pa is plotted in Figure 4- 11. It can 

be seen that the deflection profile is axisymmetrical. The maximum deformation is 

found to be 37.41µm at the diaphragm centre. 

 

 

 

Figure 4- 11 3D surface profile of a silicon diaphragm (resistivity of 0.001ohm-cm)  

with the radius of 2.5mm 

 

The diaphragm deflection is linearly proportional to the applied pressure (Equation 3-

3 in section 3.3.1). The magnitude of the atmospheric pressure relates to the weather 

and varies from day to day. According to the recorded data in Figure 4- 12, the 

pressure fluctuation is as small as 3%. So it would not make a big difference in the 
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diaphragm behaviour. However, in order to analyze the data precisely, all the 

measured results were adjusted to the condition of one standard atmospheric pressure 

(101, 325Pa).  
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Figure 4- 12 Atmospheric pressure record 

 

The diaphragm deflections are studied statistically and are plotted as a function of the 

diaphragm radius in Figure 4- 13. The maximum deformation for the diaphragm with 

a radius of 0.5mm is about 100nm. With increasing radius, the diaphragm deflection 

increases. When the radius is 2.5mm, the average maximum deflection is 36.71µm for 

highly doped silicon diaphragms, while it is 34.83µm for lightly doped silicon 

diaphragms.  

 

The deformation predicted by the 3D orthotropic FEA model (Table 3-5 in section 

3.3.6) is also plotted in Figure 4- 13. It can be seen that the measured deformations 

are very close to the predicted values. Since the mechanical properties of pure silicon 
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are used in the FEA model, the predictions slightly underestimate the deflections of 

the boron doped silicon diaphragms.  
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Figure 4- 13 Maximum deflection as a function of diaphragm radius 

 

 

4.5 The mechanical behaviour of silicon diaphragms at 

elevated temperatures 

 

For the heavily doped silicon diaphragms (the resistivity of 0.001ohm-cm), the 

mechanical behaviour at 600°C, 800°C and 900°C is reported here.  

 

4.5.1 The mechanical behaviour at 600°C 

One silicon wafer with test samples was annealed at 600°C. There was no temperature 

ramp in the furnace, and nitrogen gas at atmospheric pressure was applied to the 
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silicon diaphragms. Each sample was annealed for 1 hour (stage A), 68 hours (stage B) 

and 68 hours (stage C) separately, as illustrated in Figure 4- 14. So after the anneal 

stage B, the test samples had been annealed for 69 hours; and after the anneal stage C, 

the test samples had been annealed totally for 137 hours. The test samples on one 

wafer after anneal stage A is shown in Figure 4- 15.  
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Figure 4- 14 The annealing temperature at 600°C as a function of time  
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Figure 4- 15 The photo of the test samples on one wafer after anneal stage A at 600°C 

 

 

 

Figure 4- 16 Top view optical microscope photo of a test sample (sample 2) with a radius of 

2.5mm after annealing at 600°C for 137 hours 

 

The shape of the distorted diaphragms after annealing for 137 hours can be seen 

clearly with the microscope. The surface of the test sample 2 for the diaphragm with a 

radius of 2.5mm is shown in Figure 4- 16. Unlike the axisymmetrical surface profile 
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before anneal (see Figure 4- 11), the deformed shape after long time annealing 

appeared to be unsymmetrical.   

 

The surface profiles along the diameter of the deformed diaphragms were measured. 

The data of three test samples was taken for each diaphragm radius. When the radius 

is equal to 2.5mm, the three test samples showed three different behaviours. The cross 

section of the surface profiles are shown in Figure 4- 17. For the test sample 1, the 

maximum deflection changed continuously from 37.51µm before anneal, to 44.41µm 

after the anneal stage C; but showed a noticeable increase during the anneal stage B. 

For the test sample 2, the maximum deflection changed slightly from 36.02µm to 

41.55µm during the anneal stage B, but increased dramatically to 78.37µm after the 

anneal stage C. For the test sample 3, the maximum deflection increased slightly 

during the anneal stage A, then changed noticeably from 36.89µm to 101.30µm 

during the anneal stage B, and almost kept the same during the anneal stage C.  
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(a) Test sample 1  
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(b)  Test sample 2 
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(c) Test sample 3 

Figure 4- 17 the cross section of the surface profiles for the diaphragms with a radius of 2.5mm 

with respect to the annealing processes at 600°C: after anneal stage A (after annealing for 1 

hour), after anneal stage B (after annealing for 69 hours),  

and after anneal stage C (after annealing for 137 hours) . 

 

For the three tested samples with a radius of 2.5mm, the deformations before anneal 

are quite similar, and there was no apparent increase for the deflections in the anneal 

stage A. So the deformation at later anneal stage is caused by creep. However the 

creep rate is very different. When all the three samples are located close to the wafer 

centre, the variation of the creep rate can be caused by the annealing temperature and 

the manufacturing imperfections (as discussed in section 4.2.6). According to Figure 

4- 10, the annealing temperature of 600°C is just at the creep threshold temperature of 

silicon. Therefore, any differences among the samples which are caused by the 

manufacturing imperfections could either speed up or slow down the process of creep.  
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It is known from section 4.4 that the magnitude of the diaphragm deflection decreases 

with the diaphragm radius. In order to analyse the data precisely, the measured 

diaphragm deflections were adjusted to the condition that one standard atmospheric 

pressure is applied. The maximum deflections with respect to the anneal time are 

listed in Table 4- 3.  

Table 4- 3 The maximum deflections with respect to the anneal time  

(the anneal temperature: 600°C) 

Radius 

(mm) Before annealing After annealing A After annealing B After annealing C

Total annealing time 0 hour 1 hours 69 hours 137 hours

0.50 Sample 1 0.099 0.090 0.094 0.087

Sample2 0.093 0.101 0.097 0.093

Sample 3 0.089 0.101 0.095 0.091

Average 0.094 0.097 0.095 0.090

0.75 Sample 1 0.378 0.386 0.378 0.380

Sample2 0.392 0.395 0.385 0.386

Sample 3 0.373 0.412 0.402 0.404

Average 0.381 0.398 0.388 0.390

1.00 Sample 1 1.258 1.231 1.217 1.215

Sample2 1.227 1.213 1.193 1.195

Sample 3 1.258 1.233 1.206 1.215

Average 1.247 1.226 1.205 1.208

1.25 Sample 1 2.845 2.803 2.781 2.748

Sample2 2.810 2.817 2.802 2.788

Sample 3 2.871 2.902 2.881 2.898

Average 2.842 2.841 2.822 2.811

1.50 Sample 1 5.762 5.797 5.759 5.795

Sample2 5.825 5.784 5.805 5.755

Sample 3 5.820 5.831 5.777 5.775

Average 5.803 5.804 5.780 5.775

1.75 Sample 1 10.717 10.787 10.725 10.654

Sample2 10.753 10.815 10.731 10.654

Sample 3 10.649 10.666 10.588 10.555

Average 10.706 10.756 10.681 10.621

2.00 Sample 1 17.232 17.354 17.326 17.426

Sample2 17.408 17.695 18.207 18.421

Sample 3 17.457 17.578 17.967 18.123

Average 17.366 17.542 17.833 17.990

2.5 Sample 1 37.514 38.345 42.597 44.410

Sample2 35.748 36.022 41.552 78.365

Sample 3 36.893 38.004 101.303 101.566

Average 36.718 37.457 61.817 74.780

Maximum deflections (µm)

 

 

In order to compare the deflections obtained from different anneal stages, the data is 

averaged and is plotted in Figure 4- 18 (a) and (b). It can be seen that when the radius 
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is 2mm and under, there is no measurable differences among the diaphragm 

deflections. So the deformation under the atmospheric pressure at 600°C is elastic, 

and the creep deformation can be ignored when the anneal time is less than 137 hours. 

When the radius is 2.5mm, creep deformation occurred, and the amount of the creep 

deformation could be significant. 
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Figure 4- 18 (a) average of the maximum deflections with respect to anneal time (anneal 

temperature: 600°C, diaphragm size: 0.5mm-1.25mm) 
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Figure 4- 18 (b) Average of the maximum deflections with respect to anneal time (anneal 

temperature: 600°C, diaphragm size: 1.5mm-2.5mm) 

 

4.5.2 The mechanical behaviour at 800°C 

One silicon wafer with test samples was annealed at 800°C. Nitrogen gas at 

atmospheric pressure was applied to the silicon diaphragms. Each sample was 

annealed for 1 hour (stage A), 15 hours (stage B) and 15 hours (stage C) separately, as 

shown in Figure 4- 19. At each anneal stage, the furnace temperature rose from 600°C 

with the ramp-up rate of temperature 5°C/min, and then was maintained at 800°C for 

the desired anneal time, After that the furnace was cooled down gradually to 600°C 

with the ramp-down rate of temperature -5°C/min. Therefore, the test samples had 

been annealed at 800°C for 16 hours after the anneal stage B, and had been annealed 

at 800°C for 31 hours after the anneal stage C.  
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Figure 4- 19 The temperature as a function of time when anneal at 800°C 

 

The test samples on one wafer after anneal stage A is shown in Figure 4- 20. Unlike 

the test samples before anneal (see Figure 4- 8), the deformed shape of some large 

diaphragms is clear. 
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Figure 4- 20 The photo of the test samples after anneal stage A at 800°C 

 

 

 

Figure 4- 21 Top view optical microscope photo of diaphragm with a radius of 2.5mm 

after anneal 800°C for 31 hours (sample 1) 
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The shapes of the deformed diaphragms after anneal stage C can be seen clearly by 

the microscope. The surface of the test sample 1 for the diaphragm with a radius of 

2.5mm is shown in Figure 4- 21. The edge of the diaphragm is somewhat distorted 

due to the slip of the dislocations under stress.  

 

The cross sections of the surface profiles with respect to the anneal stages are shown 

in Figure 4- 22. It can be seen that the diaphragm deflection increased noticeably from 

36.59µm to 107µm during the anneal stage A, and then stayed almost the same during 

the anneal stage B and C (the small differences are caused by the measurement error). 

It is known that the anneal period of the stage A is very short compared with the total 

anneal time. So it is the plastic deformation that primarily contributes to the deflection 

increase, and the creep effect at later anneal stages is not obvious.  

 

Figure 4- 22 the cross section of the surface profiles for the diaphragms with a radius of 2.5mm 

with respect to the anneal stages at 800°C (sample 1): after anneal stage A (after annealing for 1 

hour), after anneal stage B (after annealing for 16 hours), 

and after anneal stage C (after annealing for 31 hours) . 
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In Figure 4- 22, the deformed shape after anneal stage B was so steep that the slope of 

the surface profile went beyond the measurement limit of the white light 

interferometer. As a result, artefacts appeared in the data as sharp valleys at the 

steepest region near the diaphragm edge (illustrated by the blue line). In order to 

avoid invalid measurement data, only half of the surface profile was measured for the 

sample after anneal stage C (red line). However, the data is adequate to identify the 

evolution of the diaphragm deflection through annealing processes.  
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Figure 4- 23 the cross section of the surface profiles for the diaphragm with a radius of 2.0mm 

with respect to the annealing process at 800°C (sample 2): after anneal stage A (after annealing 

for 1 hour), after anneal stage B (after annealing for 16 hours),  

and after anneal stage C (after annealing for 31 hours) . 

 

The evolution of the diaphragm profiles for the test samples with a radius of 2mm and 

1.75mm are shown in the Figure 4- 23 and Figure 4- 24. For the diaphragm with a 

radius of 2mm (sample 2), the deflection increased noticeably from 17.6µm to 37.9µm 

during the anneal stage A. The diaphragm deformed slightly during the anneal stage B, 
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and hardly deflected during the anneal stage C. For the diaphragm with a radius of 

1.75mm (sample 3), the deflection increased slightly during the anneal stage A and 

increased noticeably from 12.4µm to 15.5µm during the anneal stage B. Similar to the 

sample 2 with a radius of 2mm, the test sample 3 with a radius of  1.75mm hardly 

deflected during the anneal stage C.  
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Figure 4- 24 the cross section of the surface profiles for the diaphragm with a radius of 1.75mm 

with respect to the annealing process at 800°C (sample 3): after anneal stage A (after annealing 

for 1 hour), after anneal stage B (after annealing for 16 hours),  

and after anneal stage C (after annealing for 31 hours) . 

 

The maximum deflections for each diaphragm radius with respect to the anneal time 

are listed in Table 4- 4.  
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Table 4- 4 The maximum deflections with respect to the anneal time  

(the anneal temperature: 800°C) 

Radius 

(mm) Before annealing After annealing A After annealing B After annealing C

Total annealing time 0 hour 1 hours 16 hours 31 hours

0.50 Sample 1 0.091 0.087 0.085 0.087

Sample2 0.078 0.075 0.073 0.077

Sample 3 0.092 0.094 0.094 0.100

Average 0.087 0.086 0.084 0.088

0.75 Sample 1 0.388 0.392 0.382 0.379

Sample2 0.357 0.375 0.380 0.388

Sample 3 0.380 0.367 0.388 0.392

Average 0.375 0.378 0.383 0.386

1.00 Sample 1 1.151 1.150 1.157 1.164

Sample2 1.149 1.146 1.149 1.154

Sample 3 1.148 1.132 1.162 1.174

Average 1.149 1.143 1.156 1.164

1.25 Sample 1 2.947 2.941 2.892 2.905

Sample2 2.919 2.814 2.913 2.915

Sample 3 2.820 2.843 2.827 2.836

Average 2.895 2.866 2.877 2.886

1.50 Sample 1 5.940 5.996 6.055 6.090

Sample2 5.961 6.145 6.147 6.169

Sample 3 5.806 5.863 5.879 5.910

Average 5.902 6.001 6.027 6.056

1.75 Sample 1 10.433 11.493 12.030 12.040

Sample2 11.227 11.910 12.960 13.035

Sample 3 10.710 12.376 15.482 15.522

Average 10.790 11.926 13.491 13.532

2.00 Sample 1 17.622 38.030 38.655 38.607

Sample2 17.591 37.859 38.705 38.706

Sample 3 17.339 37.816 38.194 38.209

Average 17.517 37.902 38.518 38.507

2.50 Sample 1 36.591 107.089 107.682 107.462

Sample2 35.219 57.881 57.946 58.209

Sample 3 37.588 111.412 112.510 112.437

Average 36.466 92.127 92.713 92.703

Maximum deflections (µm)

 

 

In order to compare the deflections obtained from different anneal stages, the data is 

averaged and are plotted in Figure 4- 25.  It can be seen that when the radius is 1.5mm 

and under, there is no measurable difference among the diaphragm deflections at each 

anneal stage. So the plastic deformation and the creep effect can be ignored when the 

anneal time is less than 31 hours. For the diaphragms with the radius of 1.75mm and 

above, the deflections increased apparently during the annealing process A for 1 hour. 

Because the annealing duration of the anneal stage A is very short comparing with the 
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total anneal time (31 hours), it can be concluded that it is the plastic deformation that 

contributes to the dramatic increase of the deflection. The creep deformation was 

noticed for the diaphragm with a radius of 1.75mm when the anneal time is less than 

16 hours. For all the specimens, no measurable creep occurred when the anneal time 

is from 16 hours to 31 hours.  
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Figure 4- 25 (a) average of the maximum deflections with respect to the anneal time (the 

annealing temperature: 800°C, diaphragm size: 0.5mm-1.25mm) 
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Figure 4- 25 (b) Average of the maximum deflections with respect to the anneal time (the 

annealing temperature: 800°C, diaphragm size: 1.5mm-2.5mm) 

 

4.5.3 The mechanical behaviour at 900°C 

One silicon wafer with test samples was annealed at 900°C. Nitrogen gas at 

atmospheric pressure was applied to the silicon diaphragms. Each sample was 

annealed for 1 hour (stage A), 10 hours (stage B) and 10 hours (stage C), as shown in 

Figure 4- 26. At each anneal stage, the furnace temperature rose from 600°C with the 

ramp-up rate of temperature 5°C/min, and then was maintained at 900°C for the 

desired anneal time, After that the furnace was cooled down gradually to 600°C with 

the ramp-down rate of temperature -5°C/min. Therefore, the test samples had been 

annealed at 900°C for 11 hours after the anneal stage B, and had been annealed at 

900°C for 21 hours after the anneal stage C. 
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Figure 4- 26 The temperature as a function of time when annealing at 900°C 

 

The test samples on one wafer after anneal stage A is shown in Figure 4- 27. Unlike 

the test samples before anneal (see Figure 4- 8), the deformed shapes of some large 

diaphragms are clear. 
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Figure 4- 27 The photo of the test samples after anneal stage A at 900°C 

 

The microscopic photo of a deformed diaphragm (with a radius of 2.5mm) after being 

annealed for 21 hours is shown in Figure 4- 28. The slip bands on the diaphragm 

surface appear as bright or dark coloured lines by reflecting some of the light from the 

light source above the specimen, as shown in the enlarged photos (b) and (c). In the 

region a), a high density of the visible lines are oriented parallel to the [110] direction. 

In the region b), the visible lines are oriented parallel and perpendicular to the [110] 

direction. The different arrangement of the slip bands between the region a) and b) is 

caused by a different number of working slip systems. From section 3.2.4, it is known 

that there are 12 primary slip systems ({111} <110>) in silicon. The slip system 

would be activated wherever the resolved shear stress exceeds the critical value. 

Because silicon is orthotropic, the direction and the magnitude of the induced stress 

close to the side of the specimen (the region a)) are different from those close to the 

corner (the region b)). The photos suggest that the induced stress activates more slip 

systems on the diaphragm surface in the region b) than those in the region a). 
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Figure 4- 28(a) Top view optical microscope photo of diaphragm with a radius of 2.5mm after 

annealing 900°C for 21 hours  

 

 

Figure 4- 28(b) Enlarged photo in the region a) 

 

<110> 
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Figure 4- 28(c)   Enlarged photo in the region b) 

 

For the specimen shown in the Figure 4- 28, the cross sections of the surface profiles 

with respect to the anneal stages are shown in Figure 4- 29. The maximum elastic 

deformation before the anneal stage A was 36.35µm at the diaphragm centre. In the 

anneal stage A, the maximum deflection increased dramatically to 109.7µm. The 

average deformation rate was relatively high. This was because the number of the 

dislocations increased rapidly by Frank-Read sources [4-16], and the dislocation 

mobility was high. The Frank-Read mechanism is the most important mechanism for 

the generation of dislocations in the bulk of a crystal. It supposes that both ends of a 

dislocation line are firmly pined.  Then when the shear force is applied on the slip 

plane, the dislocation line will bow out. And the movement of the dislocation line will 

form a complete dislocation loop and a new dislocation line between the pinned ends. 

The Frank-Read process can repeat again and again under sufficient load. Thus the 

dislocations could multiply rapidly in a very short time. 
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 As the diaphragm deformed further in the anneal stage B, the interaction of the 

dislocations resisted the plastic flow. Therefore, the average deformation rate slowed 

down. Only an increase in deflection of 23.6µm was obtained in 10 hours. In the 

anneal stage C, the profiles show that the diaphragm deformation decreased about 

3.7µm. Because the deflections after anneal stages B and C were greater than 100µm, 

the measurement resolution was set to ‘low’. Only half of the surface profiles were 

obtained.  
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Figure 4- 29 the cross section of the surface profiles for the diaphragms with a radius of 2.5mm 

with respect to the annealing process at 900°C (sample 1): after anneal stage A (after annealing 

for 1 hour), after anneal stage B (after annealing for 11 hours),  

and after anneal stage C (after annealing for 21 hours) . 
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Figure 4- 30 the cross section of the surface profiles for the diaphragms with a radius of 2.0mm 

with respect to the annealing process at 900°C (sample 1): after anneal stage A (after annealing 

for 1 hour), after anneal stage B (after annealing for 11 hours),  

and after anneal stage C (after annealing for 21 hours) . 

 

For the diaphragm with a radius of 2mm (Figure 4- 30) and 1.75mm (Figure 4- 31), 

the maximum deflections increased during the anneal stage A for 1 hour, and then the 

diaphragms deformed noticeably in the following anneal stage B for 10 hours. During 

the anneal stage C, the deformation decreased slightly for the diaphragm with a radius 

of 2mm, and the surface profile was maintained for the diaphragm with a radius of 

1.75mm.  
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Figure 4- 31 the cross section of the surface profiles for the diaphragms with a radius of 1.75 mm 

with respect to the annealing process at 900°C (sample 1): after anneal stage A (after annealing 

for 1 hour), after anneal stage B (after annealing for 11 hours),  

and after anneal stage C (after annealing for 21 hours) . 

 

The maximum deflections for each diaphragm radius with respect to the anneal time 

are listed in Table 4- 5.  
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Table 4- 5 The maximum deflections with respect to the anneal time  

(the annealing temperature: 900°C) 

Radius 

(mm) Before annealing After annealing A After annealing B After annealing C

Total annealing time 0 hour 1 hours 11 hours 21 hours

0.50 Sample 1 0.082 0.083 0.080 0.079

Sample2 0.095 0.097 0.094 0.089

Sample 3 0.095 0.095 0.094 0.087

Average 0.091 0.092 0.089 0.085

0.75 Sample 1 0.393 0.412 0.411 0.430

Sample2 0.397 0.399 0.395 0.414

Sample 3 0.393 0.399 0.395 0.405

Average 0.394 0.403 0.400 0.416

1.00 Sample 1 1.151 1.161 1.170 1.185

Sample2 1.169 1.176 1.174 1.191

Sample 3 1.171 1.178 1.185 1.194

Average 1.164 1.172 1.176 1.190

1.25 Sample 1 2.860 2.886 3.097 3.108

Sample2 3.011 3.084 3.518 3.537

Sample 3 2.781 2.837 2.960 3.013

Average 2.884 2.936 3.192 3.220

1.50 Sample 1 5.859 6.320 10.282 10.364

Sample2 6.123 6.672 12.353 12.447

Sample 3 5.681 6.035 9.360 9.436

Average 5.887 6.342 10.665 10.749

1.75 Sample 1 11.507 18.135 30.566 30.838

Sample2 10.496 18.436 44.200 43.907

Sample 3 10.262 16.077 31.067 31.601

Average 10.755 17.549 35.278 35.449

2.00 Sample 1 17.150 38.606 86.585 85.458

Sample2 17.744 40.234 86.575 85.484

Sample 3 17.031 38.566 87.176 86.997

Average 17.308 39.135 86.778 85.980

2.50 Sample 1 36.565 109.689 133.195 129.497

Sample2 37.839 110.178 134.007 135.606

Sample 3 37.231 110.456 136.837 126.445

Average 37.211 110.107 134.680 130.516

Maximum deflections (µm)

 

 

In order to compare the deflections obtained from different anneal stages, the data is 

averaged and is plotted in Figure 4- 32. Neither plastic deformation nor creep effect 

was visible when the diaphragm radius is 1mm and under. The deformation increased 

noticeably during the anneal stage A and B for the diaphragms with the radius of 

1.25mm and above. During the anneal stage C, no measurable creep occurred for the 

diaphragms with radii of 1.25mm to 1.75mm, while negative creep occurred for the 

diaphragms with a radius of 2mm and 2.5mm.  
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Figure 4- 32(a) The average of the maximum deflections with respect to the anneal time (the 

annealing temperature: 900°C, diaphragm size: 0.5mm-1.25mm) 
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Figure 4- 32(b) The average of the maximum deflections with respect to the anneal time (the 

annealing temperature: 900°C, diaphragm size: 1.5mm-2.5mm) 

 

For the sample 3 with a radius of 2.5mm, the decrease of the deflection during anneal 

stage C was up to 10µm. So the effect of the negative creep can not be ignored. 
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Negative creep has been observed during the bending of the boron-doped silicon due 

to the redistribution of vacancies and impurities in the transverse field of mechanical 

stress [4-17]. For the circular diaphragms with a radius of 2mm and 2.5mm, the 

elastic deformation under the atmospheric pressure is large deformation. The middle 

surface of the diaphragm is appreciably strained in order to resist the lateral load. So it 

is very likely that the vacancies and the impurities redistributed under the transverse 

stress during anneal at 900°C when the thermal energy is high enough. As a result, the 

vertical displacement of the diaphragm decreased.  

 

4.5.4 Discussion of the temperature effect and the size effect 

The advantage of the experiment is its simplicity. The influence of the pressure 

fluctuation on the measured profiles has been eliminated by adjusting the results to 

one standard atmospheric pressure. By comparing the surface profiles obtained before 

and after a number of annealing processes, the trend of the diaphragm deformations 

are obtained, and the results are fairly good for engineering applications.  

 

However, the experiment doses not monitor the diaphragm deflections during 

annealing processes. So the stages of the creep deformation are not revealed. 

Meanwhile, due to the error of the measurement system, the profile changes for some 

diaphragms may be too small to be measured even with high vertical resolution. 

When the diaphragm is relatively large, the deflections after anneal can be larger than 

100µm. So the resolution of the measurement system is set to low.  
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The experimental results revealed the size effect and the temperature effect on the 

elevated temperature behaviour. The radius of the diaphragm is designed from 0.5mm 

to 2.5mm. It was observed that larger diaphragms have a higher risk of creep and 

plastic deformation. At 600°C, dramatic creep deformations were observed for the 

largest diaphragms (radius of 2.5mm) over a long period (137 hours). When the 

operating temperature rises to 800°C, more diaphragms with smaller sizes (the radius 

of 1.75mm and above) deformed plastically. At 900°C, all the diaphragms larger than 

1.25mm showed plastic deformation. For the smaller diaphragms, there were no 

measurable differences among the deflections obtained after the anneal stages. 

 

When it comes to the plastic deformation, the influence of the diaphragm radius on 

the diaphragm behaviour is actually the influence from the stress level. Once the 

pressure applied on the silicon diaphragm is determined, the larger the diaphragm 

radius, the higher the induced stress. So the induced shear stress is more likely to 

reach the critical value and yields the slip of the dislocations.  

 

The measurement results also indicate that high temperature increases the risk of 

creep and plastic deformation of the pressurized diaphragms. Figure 4- 33 shows the 

evolution of the deflections at three temperature levels for the diaphragms with a 

radius of 2.5mm. It is apparent that the largest deformation occurred at the highest 

temperature (900 °C), and both the plastic deformation and creep are noticed. Plastic 

deformation did not occur at 600°C. However, creep occurred over long period of 

time (69 hours) with very low rate. At 800°C, the creep was not measured in 31 hours 

after a dramatic deformation increase caused by plasticity.  
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Figure 4- 33 Measured maximum deflections for the diaphragms with a radius of 2.5mm 

 

For single crystal silicon, creep occurs when the annealing temperature is 600°C and 

above. Increasing temperature will increase the diffusion rate of the silicon atoms in 

the pressurized diaphragms, therefore, speeds up the progressive process of creep. 

When it comes to the plastic deformation, increasing temperature will decrease the 

value of the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS). So the pressurized diaphragms are 

more likely to deform plastically in a high temperature environment.  

 

4.6 The elevated temperature behaviour of silicon diaphragms 

with implanted argon ions  

Another set of experiments is to study the effect of the implanted argon ions on 

elevated temperature behaviour of silicon diaphragms. Ion implantation has been a 

primary step in the fabrication of the semiconductor devices. This technique changes 

the physical or electrical properties of a semiconductor by introducing dopant ions 
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into the target semiconductor. However, the resultant damage of the target surface can 

affect its mechanical properties, especially when the size of the device is down to the 

microscale. It has been observed that the surface toughness of single crystal silicon 

can be increased greatly by the Ar ion implantation at a moderate fluence of 

1×10
16

ions/cm
2 

due to the formation of a nano-sized polycrystalline Si layer [4-18]. In 

addition,    the extended defects arising from ion implantation and annealing of silicon 

may alter its plastic behaviour. These defects can be observed in the TEM 

(transmission electron microscope). The type and the density of the defects depends 

strongly on the implant and the anneal conditions [4-13]. However, the surface 

plasticity of the crystal silicon can be increased greatly if a high density of 

dislocations is induced.  

 

This experiment investigates deformation of the ion implanted diaphragms at a 

moderate temperature of 800°C. In order that the experiment can be kept simple, the 

experiment proposed at section 4.3 is modified first of all. Some of the specimens 

have to receive Ar ion implantation after they were made. Only one annealing process 

is applied in this process. Then the damage caused by the Ar ion implantation in 

crystal silicon is predicted by SUSPRE, an ion implantation simulation package [4-

19]. Finally, the deflections of the annealed diaphragms are presented as the function 

of the Ar ion fluence, and the effect of the Ar ion implantation is concluded based on 

the measured results.  

 

4.6.1 Experiment procedures 

According to the fabrication process presented in section 4.2.1, the silicon diaphragms 

are made from the device layer of BESOI wafer. A silicon wafer with heavily doped 
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boron (p-type silicon) or phosphorus (n-type silicon) is very common in fabricating 

MEMS devices. However, the high density of the dopant may have an effect on the 

mechanical behaviour of the devices. In order to minimize the effect of boron dopant 

on the diaphragm behaviour, BESOI wafer which has the device layer with a 

resistivity larger than 1000ohm-cm was chosen to fabricate ion implanted samples 

(the lower the boron concentration, the higher the silicon resistivity is). These ultra-

high resistivity BESOI wafers are difficult to get and are very expensive.  

 

 

The modified experimental procedures are presented as follows: 

a) The specimens were first of all fabricated using the micromachining technology as 

described in section 4.3. The BESOI wafers which had the device layer with a 

resistivity larger than 1000ohm-cm were used as the diaphragm material.  

 

b) Then the surface profiles of these specimens were measured firstly with Zygo 

NewView 5000
TM

 under the atmospheric pressure. The measurement was conducted 

at a laboratory temperature of 20°C at Loughborough University.  

 

c) After the measurement, the specimens were sent to the Ion Beam Centre in the 

University of Surrey, where the Argon implantation was performed at 100keV at 

room temperature. The Ar
+
 fluence was selected as 1×10

16
ions/cm

2 
and 

1×10
17

ions/cm
2
, respectively. 

 

d) The specimens were sent back to the laboratory at GE Druck and were annealed in 

the furnace at a temperature of 800°C for 30 minutes. The nitrogen gas with the 

atmospheric pressure was supplied during the annealing process.  
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e) Finally, these annealed samples were sent back to the University of Birmingham. 

The surface profiles were measured under the atmospheric pressure with a non-

contact interferometer MicroXAM (Scantron, UK). Samples are imaged by using 5× 

objective lens, acquiring images in a grid array, which were subsequently stitched 

together. The measurement was taken at a temperature of 20°C in the School of 

Chemical Engineering.  

 

4.6.2 Simulation of Ar ion implantation into silicon 

SUSPRE is used to obtain the ion range and damage distribution profiles of Ar ions in 

single crystal silicon. The ion energy is 100keV. The plot depth is set to 3000Å. The 

resulting profiles are shown in Figure 4- 34(a) for the fluence of 1×10
16

ions/cm
2
, and 

in Figure 4- 34(b) for the fluence of 1×10
17

ions/cm
2
, respectively. The green dotted 

line illustrates the penetration range profile. For both fluence levels, the projected 

range is 1015.97Å and the straggle (the standard deviation of the projected range) is 

324.4Å.  

 

The result shows that the onset fluence for amorphisation is about 9.46×10
14

ions/cm
2
, 

so an amorphous layer is formed beneath the silicon surface for both fluence levels. 

However, the ion fluence has a great effect on the depth of the disordered atoms, as 

indicated by the blue dotted line. It can be seen that the depth of the completely 

disordered region is larger for the silicon exposed to the fluence of 1×10
17

ions/cm
2
 

(Figure 4- 34(b)) than that for the silicon exposed to the fluence of 1×10
16

ions/cm
2
 

(Figure 4- 34(a)).  
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(a) Fluence of 1×10
16

ions/cm
2                                                 

       

 

(b) Fluence of 1×10
17

ions/cm
2
 

Figure 4- 34 SUSPRE simulation results for silicon implantation of Ar
+
 at 100keV 
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The damage distribution profiles indicate that the implantation damage in silicon is 

greater at a larger Ar fluence. This can be seen by the appearance of the implanted 

silicon wafer. Figure 4- 35 and Figure 4- 36 are the photos of the silicon wafers with 

Ar-implanted fluence of 1×10
16

ions/cm
2 

and 1×10
17

ions/cm
2
, respectively. The photos 

were taken in the clean room lithography area where the light appeared yellow. It can 

be seen that the wafer implanted at the fluence of 1×10
16

ions/cm
2
 is slightly reflective 

(Figure 4- 35). On the contrary, the wafer implanted at a higher fluence turns purple 

and coarse, most likely due to the highly damaged surface (Figure 4- 36).  

 

 

Figure 4- 35 Photo of the silicon wafer implanted with Ar ion at a fluence of 1×10
16

ions/cm
2
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Figure 4- 36 Photo of the silicon wafer implanted with Ar ion at a fluence of 1×10
17

ions/cm
2 

 

Besides the depth and damage distribution profiles, the energy deposition profile is 

also obtained by SUSPRE, as indicated by the red dotted line. For both fluence levels, 

the energy deposited by the nuclear collisions to silicon atoms (deposited nuclear 

energy) is 65.962keV, while the energy deposited by the electronic collisions to 

silicon atoms (deposited electronic energy) is 33.297keV. In addition, the sputtering 

yield for Ar ion implantation into silicon at 100keV is 1.27, which means one incident 

argon ion causes average 1.27 silicon atoms to be ejected.   

 

4.6.3 Experimental results and discussion 

The maximum deflections of the implanted samples after annealing at 800°C for 30 

minutes are listed in Table 4- 6 as a function of the Ar ion fluence. For the 

diaphragms with a radius of 1.75mm and under, the measured deflections do not show 

any difference with average deflections before annealing. So no measurable plastic 

deformation is observed. However, when the diaphragm size increases to 2mm or 
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2.5mm, the deflections increase apparently during the annealing process for ion 

implanted diaphragms. 

 

Table 4- 6 The measured maximum deflection as a function of Ar ion fluence (µm) 

 

Maximum deflection after annealing 

Ar ion fluence (ions/cm
2
) 

Radius 

(mm) 

Average max 

deflection before 

annealing  
0 1.0E+16 1.0E+17 

Sample 1 0.430 0.447 0.444 

Sample 2 0.413 0.429 0.434 0.75 0.411 

Sample 3 0.420 0.420 0.430 

Sample 1 1.285 1.189 1.331 

Sample 2 1.301 1.150 1.307 1.00 1.139 

Sample 3 1.053 1.246 1.299 

Sample 1 2.625 2.800 2.658 

Sample 2 2.780 3.377 2.939 1.25 2.726 

Sample 3 2.864 2.775 2.888 

Sample 1 5.720 5.304 5.504 

Sample 2 5.855 5.672 5.803 1.50 5.506 

Sample 3 5.762 5.801 5.858 

Sample 1 10.200 8.890 10.139 

Sample 2 10.147 10.640 9.983 1.75 10.018 

Sample 3 10.269 10.219 10.706 

Sample 1 16.180 15.994 31.400 

Sample 2 16.028 22.173 19.051 2.00 16.497 

Sample 3 16.863 20.654 17.559 

Sample 1 35.047 135.795 135.013 

Sample 2 147.452 127.768 140.111 2.50 34.832 

Sample 3 144.371 136.765 140.209 

 

For the diaphragms with a radius of 2mm, the maximum displacements of the ion 

implanted Si samples are compared with those of unimplanted samples in Figure 4- 

37. It can be seen that there is no measurable plastic deformation for the unimplanted 

diaphragms. However, most Ar-ion implanted samples showed considerable increase 

in the deflection after the process of annealing. When the fluence is 1×10
16

ions/cm
2
, 

the deformation increases are up to 24% of the averaged deflection before annealing. 

When the fluence reaches 1×10
17

ions/cm
2
, the deformation increase is in the range 
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from 1.06µm to 14.90µm. The variation is caused by the implantation induced defects 

that are localized in each sample. Because the conditions of ion implantation and 

annealing process may not be evenly distributed across the silicon wafer, a wide 

variety of defects can be induced and the localized defects in each test sample are 

unique. So it is no surprise that the measured results show a wide variation. 
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Figure 4- 37 The maximum displacement of unimplanted Si diaphragms and those implanted 

with Ar ions for the diaphragm with a radius of 2mm  

 

For diaphragms radius of 2.5mm, the maximum displacements of ion implanted Si 

samples are compared with those of unimplanted samples in Figure 4- 38. It can be 

seen that two out of three unimplanted test samples showed significant plastic 

deformation in the annealing process, while all the implanted test samples exhibited 

considerable plastic deformation. However, the results can not show any correlation 

between the Ar ion fluence and the deflection after annealing. 
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Figure 4- 38 the maximum displacement of unimplanted Si diaphragms and those implanted with 

Ar ions for diaphragm radius of 2.5mm  

 

The experiment implies that the ion implanted silicon is more likely to deform 

plastically than the unimplanted silicon. Because the induced defects on the Ar ion 

implanted surface can provide active sources for the dislocation generation during 

annealing, the yield strength of the implanted silicon is lower than that of the 

unimplanted silicon. For the unimplanted silicon, the diaphragms with a radius of 

2mm did not deform plastically, while most of the diaphragms with a radius of 2.5mm 

deformed plastically during annealing at 800°C. Therefore, the yield strength of the 

unimplanted silicon at 800°C should be above 150MPa (the maximum resolved shear 

stress for the diaphragm with a radius of 2mm according to Figure 3-13), and may be 

just under 200MPa (the maximum resolved shear stress for the diaphragm with a 

radius of 2.5mm according to Figure 3-13). For the Ar ion implanted silicon, most of 

the diaphragms with a radius of 2mm deformed plastically, while all the diaphragms 

with a radius of 2.5mm deformed plastically during annealing at 800°C. Therefore, 

the yield strength of the implanted silicon may be just above 150MPa (the maximum 
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resolved shear stress for the diaphragm with a radius of 2mm according to Figure 3-13) 

at 800°C.  

 

It can be seen that the extended defects that form after ion implantation and annealing 

of silicon play an important role in the evolution of plastic deformation. In order to 

reveal the effect of the damage on the diaphragm plasticity, the study of the defects 

and the microstructure by TEM is helpful. The TEM samples of single crystal silicon 

have been fabricated successfully using the FEI Strata
TM

 Dual Beam 235 FIB/SEM 

workstation in the Bio-medical and Micro Engineering Research Centre. The samples 

were prepared automatically by AutoTEM script, as shown in Figure 4- 39. The width 

of the sample is 30µm and the thickness of the sample is 100nm. Then the sample was 

lifted out and attached to the TEM grid by Ms Ming Chu in the Centre for Electron 

Microscopy, as illustrated in Figure 4- 40. However, the preparation for the TEM 

samples will damage the micromachined silicon diaphragms. Therefore, they are not 

included in current experiment. But to observe the defects in implanted silicon by 

TEM can be valuable work in the future.  
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                              (a)                                                                  (b) 

Figure 4- 39 SEM images of the TEM samples fabricated in the Bio-medical and Micro 

Engineering Research Centre (a) side view tilt at 45°; (b) Top view 

 

 

Figure 4- 40 The sample is attached to a copper TEM grid using a Pt deposition 
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4.7 Conclusions  

Because the plastic deformation is a very complicated process, this work is focused on 

the mechanical aspect of the phenomenon. A series of experiments were performed to 

investigate the effect of size, temperature and ion implantation on the deformation of 

silicon diaphragms. The study of the dislocations generated in the implanted 

diaphragm is helpful for a better understanding of the mechanism of plastic 

deformation, but is not very important at current stage of the research.  

 

The samples for testing were fabricated by micromachining technology with good 

control over diaphragm thickness, and the fabrication imperfection contributes to the 

variety of the experimental data. The experiment measures the surface profiles before 

and after each anneal stage. The diaphragm behaviour during high-temperature 

annealing is then obtained by comparing the measured deflections. The experiment 

takes advantage of the permanent property of the plastic deformation, which allows 

the measurement of the deflection at room temperature. So the experimental settings 

are much simplified compared to experiments which take measurement directly at 

high temperature environment.  

 

The experiment implies that either increasing diaphragm radius or increasing 

operating temperature will increase the risk of creep and plastic deformation of the 

pressurized diaphragms. Therefore, the diaphragms with small size are more likely to 

survive in high temperature environment. The measured results provide good 

reference data for designing the sensing diaphragm in high temperature pressure 

sensors (under atmospheric pressure). If the device is required to operate at 600°C, the 

creep deformation is the main consideration. The available size of the diaphragm is in 
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a wide range up to 2mm. If the radius is 2.5mm and above, the creep deformation can 

be significant in 69 hours (anneal stage B for test sample 3). When the operating 

temperature rises to 800°C, the radius of the diaphragm should be limited to under 1.5 

mm. The diaphragms with larger radius would deteriorate a short while after being put 

in the high temperature environment due to the occurrence of the plastic deformation. 

At 900°C, the rate of the plastic deformation is very high, and the amount of the 

plastic deformation can be dramatic for large diaphragms. Therefore, the diaphragm 

radius should be less than 1.25mm in order that the plastic deformation will not 

happen.  

 

There are three main conclusions from the experiment. Firstly, since the available 

dimension becomes smaller with increasing temperature, the sensitivity of the 

diaphragm to pressure is reduced consequently. Therefore, the transduction 

mechanism should be selected carefully when using small diaphragms in order that 

the pressure induced signal can be sensed with a desired resolution. Secondly, the ion 

implanted silicon is more likely to deform plastically due to the extended defects 

which formed after ion implantation and annealing of silicon. Therefore, ion 

implantation should be avoided in the micromachining processes. Or at least, the 

fluence of the ion needs to be restricted in order to reduce the surface damage. At last, 

for all the diaphragms with qualified dimensions, it is important to evaluate the creep 

deformation over long periods of time according to the application requirements.  
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5 A CONSTITUTIVE MODEL FOR PLASTIC 

BEHAVIOUR OF SILICON DIAPHRAGMS AT 

ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In a previous chapter it was reported that plastic deformation due to the slip of 

dislocations was observed in some of the silicon diaphragms at annealing 

temperatures of 800°C and 900°C. The magnitude of the plastic deformation 

depended upon the pressure induced stress at a given temperature, and evolved over 

the operating time. The onset of the plastic deformation has been predicted using the 

resolved shear stress (see section 3.4). However, modelling of the plastic deformation 

can provide a better understanding of the diaphragm behaviour at elevated 

temperatures, and help to optimize the structure dimensions and estimate the device 

lifetime.  

 

The plastic behaviour of silicon can be approximated using constitutive models [5-1]. 

As plastic deformation occurs, the dislocations in silicon begin to move, and the 

number of the dislocations increases rapidly due to generation by Frank-Read sources. 

In the initial stage, the dislocation density is low, and the dislocations move primarily 

on parallel glide planes, so the slip is relatively ‘easy’. Alexander and Hassen’s model 

proposed that the magnitude of the plastic shear strain rate in the early stage is 

governed by the density of mobile dislocations [5-2]. After a sufficiently large number 

of dislocations have been generated, the dislocations in different slip systems interact 

with each other, and impede their motion through the crystal lattice. Therefore, the 
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plastic flow is resisted. Based on this phenomenon, it is proposed by Myshlyaev et al. 

that the slip resistance governs the plastic strain rate in the later stage of the 

deformation [5-3]. The slip resistance has the dimensions of stress. The larger the slip 

resistance, the lower the plastic strain rate. The transition between the two 

deformation regions occurs at a certain critical dislocation density [5-1]. This means 

when the dislocation density is less than the critical value, the plastic deformation can 

be described using the dislocation density by the Alexander and Hassen’s model; 

when the dislocation density grows above the critical value, the material deformation 

can be described by the interactions among dislocations. 

 

This chapter models the plastic behaviour of micromachined silicon diaphragms in the 

first hour annealing (anneal stage A) at a temperature of 800°C and 900°C 

respectively. The deformation caused by the temperature ramps of the furnace is 

included. Because the deformation is at the very early stage, the constitutive model 

implemented here is based on the Alexander-Hassen model. The rate of the diaphragm 

deformation is governed by the density of moving dislocations. In the following 

sections, the basic constitutive equations used in the Alexander and Hassen’s model 

are introduced first of all. The implementation of the constitutive model in the FEA 

software is then presented. The settings used in the FEA model for the boundary 

conditions, the mesh and the material parameters are described in detail. The 

simulation results, including the distribution of dislocation density and the evolution 

of the diaphragm deflections, are illustrated and discussed.  
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5.2 The constitutive equations 

The constitutive model proposed by Alexander and Hassen has been universally used 

for the study of the elevated temperature behavior of silicon and other semiconductors 

[5-1] [5-4] [5-5]. Assuming uniform deformation in the whole specimen, the model 

uses a set of coupled equations to describe the plastic shearing strain rate and the 

multiplication of the mobile dislocations. It has been shown that the Alexander and 

Hassen’s model is valid for silicon over a stress range of 10MPa to 120MPa and a 

temperature range of 900K to 1200K [5-2].  

 

The basic constitutive equation for the stress in silicon is taken as the linear relation:  

Equation 5- 1 

[ ]ITTC T )( 0−−= αεσ  

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, ε is the small strain tensor, C is a fourth-order 

isotropic elasticity tensor (6-by-6 elasticity matrix, Equation 3-1 in section 3.2.1),  αTI 

is a second-order thermal expansion tensor, T and T0 are absolute temperature and a 

reference temperature, respectively.                 

 

At small strains, the strain rate is composed of an elastic part, el

ijε& , a thermal expansion 

part, th

ijε& , and a viscoplastic part, 
vp

ijε& : 

Equation 5- 2 

vp

ij

th

ij

el

ijij εεεε &&&& ++=  

The elastic strain rate and the thermal strain rate can be solved by built in equations in 

Comsol Multiphysics. However the viscoplastic stain rate needs to be defined by the 

user.   
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The viscoplastic strain rate tensor can be expressed as [5-6]: 

Equation 5- 3 

e

ijpvp

ij

S

σ

γε &&

2

3
=                                                          

where p
γ& is the plastic shear strain rate, σe is the von Mises effective stress, and Sij is 

the deviatoric part of Cauchy stress tensor which tends to distort the stressed body. 

The stress deviator tensor can be obtained by subtracting the mean normal stress 

tensor from the Cauchy stress tensor σij: 

Equation 5- 4 
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where the second term on the right side represents the mean normal stress tensor 

which tends to change the volume of the stressed body.  

 

It can be seen from Equation 5- 3 that the viscoplastic stain rate is linearly 

proportional to the plastic shear strain rate. So the magnitude of the plastic shear strain 

rate plays an important role in the progress of the plastic deformation.  The plastic 

shear strain rate, which relates to the motion of the mobile dislocations, is given by 

Orowan’s law [5-7]: 

Equation 5- 5 

Nbv
P

=γ&                                                                       

where N is the density of mobile dislocations (dislocation density is defined as the 

total length of dislocations per cubic centimeter), b is the magnitude of Burgers vector 

and v is the average velocity of the dislocations.  
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The velocity of dislocations moving within the deformed single crystal depends on the 

absolute temperature T and the effective shear stress τeff : 

Equation 5- 6 

meff
kTQvv

1

0

0 ))(/exp(
τ

τ

−=                                                                      

where v0 is a reference value for dislocation velocity, Q is an activation energy, k is 

the Boltzmann constant, τ0 is a reference stress, and m is a strain rate hardening 

exponent.  The effective stress necessary to overcome the intrinsic resistance is given 

by:   

Equation 5- 7 

ieeff τστ −=                                             

where τi is the internal stress caused by the dislocations: 

NAi =τ  

where A is the hardening factor given by: 

)1(2 νπ

µ

−

≈
b

A  

where µ is the shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio. It is assumed that A is the same for 

all the generated dislocations in the single crystal.  

 

Therefore by inserting Equation 5- 6 into Equation 5- 5, the plastic shear strain rate 

can be expressed as:  

Equation 5- 8 
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The sign of the effective stress controls the motion of the dislocations. If the effective 

stress is positive (the applied stress is greater than the internal stress), the dislocations 

are able to overcome the intrinsic resistance and therefore the slip of the dislocations 

occurs. Otherwise, the dislocations are trapped in the crystal and there is no plastic 

deformation.  

 

The multiplication of dislocations in easy glide conditions is given by the empirical 

equation:  

Equation 5- 9 

eff

p

b

K
N τγ&& 








=                                                                

where K is a multiplication rate constant. It can be seen that the dislocation 

multiplication rate is related to the magnitude of the plastic strain rate and the 

effective stress. 

 

5.3 FEA Model 

The constitutive model has been implemented in the FEA software, Comsol 

Multiphysics 3.5a. Because the silicon diaphragm is axisymmetrical, the displacement 

field is simulated using Stress-Strain application mode of MEMS Module in axial 

symmetry (2D). Figure 5- 1 shows the schematic drawing of the model geometry. The 

structure of the silicon substrate is simplified to a square in order to generate a fine 

mesh in the diaphragm with a reasonable number of mesh elements. The atmospheric 

pressure is applied on the top of the structure. Because a corner with a right angle 

introduces the stress concentration, a round corner (as shown in Figure 5- 1) and a 
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refined mesh (as shown in Figure 5- 2) are used near the diaphragm edge in order to 

prevent numerical overshoot in the values of dislocation density and the effective 

stress. The equivalent elastic properties obtained in Table 3-4 in section 3.3.2 for (100) 

orientated silicon are applied in the model.  

 

Because the whole silicon wafer is free to expand or contract in the furnace during 

high temperature anneal, and the test structure is made of pure silicon, there is no 

thermally induced stress in the test samples. But the expansion of silicon would 

increase the size of the diaphragm slightly. As shown in Figure 3-4 in section 3.2.3, 

the thermal expansion coefficient of silicon is about 4.25×10
-6

/K at 1000K. So the 

size of the silicon diaphragm will expand 0.425%. For the diaphragm with the 

maximum radius of 2.5mm, the radius of the diaphragm will increase 10.624µm. 

Since the size increase of the diaphragm is much smaller than the diaphragm radius, it 

is assumed that the boundaries of the diaphragm are fixed during the high temperature 

anneal.  

Atmospheric pressure

Silicon diaphragm

Simplified substrate

Round corner

 

Figure 5- 1  Schematic drawing of the silicon diaphragm (Radius=1. 5mm) 
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Figure 5- 2 A refined mesh near the diaphragm edge (Radius=1. 50mm) 

 

The plastic shear strain rate is defined by the option of scalar expressions in the 

MEMS module according to Equation 5- 8. The Burger’s vector b is 3.83×10
-10

m. The 

activation energy Q is 3.47×10
-19

J. Parameter m is 0.9. The dislocation velocity for 

boron doped silicon is only slightly smaller than that in high purity silicon [5-8]. The 

magnitude of the reference dislocation velocity is 6.0×10
3
m/s for 60° dislocations and 

is 7.0 ×10
3 

m/s for screw dislocations under a shear stress of 20MPa [5-9].  It can be 

seen that there is no significant differences between the reference dislocation 

velocities for these two types of dislocations. So an average value of 6.5×10
3
m/s is 

taken for v0 in order to simplify the calculation. The shear modulus µ  is 64GPa. The 

operating temperature is a function of the anneal time. The magnitudes defined for 
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annealing stage A are 800°C and 900°C as illustrated in Figure 5- 3 and Figure 5- 4 

respectively.  

 

Figure 5- 3 Furnace temperature at stage A for annealing at 800°C 

 

 

Figure 5- 4 Furnace temperature at stage A for annealing at 900°C 
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Two PDE general form modes in Comsol Multiphysics are used to compute the 

dislocation density N and the viscoplastic strain ε
vp

. The initial dislocation density N0 

is estimated as 2×10
7
/m

2
 [5-1]. The evolution of dislocation density with time is 

mainly controlled by the multiplication rate constant K. The axisymmetrical model 

uses cylindrical coordinate r, φ and z. The model assumes that the displacement in the 

φ direction together with τrφ, τφz, γrφ and γφz components of the stresses and strains are 

zero. According to Equation 5- 3, the viscoplastic strain rate can therefore be 

expressed as: 

Equation 5- 10 
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The PDE modes are coupled to the Stress-Strain application mode. According to 

Equation 5- 2, the viscoplastic strains should be excluded from the total strains in the 

expressions for the elastic stresses of the equation system. Then the displacement 

obtained from the Stress-Strain application mode represents the sum of the plastic 

deformation and the elastic deformation.  

 

According to previous work by Moon et al., when the density of the mobile 

dislocations reaches a critical value, the interaction between dislocations becomes so 
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intense that the resistance to dislocation slip becomes the dominant factor in the 

plastic behaviour of silicon [5-1]. The Myshlyaev’s model suggests that the plastic 

shear strain rate is now dependent on the magnitude of the slip resistance and its 

evolution [5-3]. The initial value of the slip resistance for the Myshlyaev’s model can 

be determined mathematically using the plastic shear strain rates for the model of 

Alexander and Hassen at the transition moment. So by using smoothed heaviside 

function (flc1hs), the constitutive equations based on Myshlyaev’s model can be 

operated while the constitutive equations based on Alexander and Hassen mode are 

deactivated when the dislocation density is above the critical value. However, due to 

the uneven induced stress across the diaphragm, the plastic shear strain rate varies 

from nodes to nodes, so does the multiplication of dislocations (according to Equation 

5- 9). This means the transitions between the two deformation regimes take place at 

different moments for different nodes. As a result, how to obtain the initial value of 

the slip resistance at transition moment is a problem using Comsol Multiphysics. 

Therefore, modelling of the plastic behaviour at the later deformation stage is not 

implemented in current FEA model. The plastic deformation of silicon diaphragm is 

only modelled at the initial stage.  

 

5.4 Simulation results and discussions 

The diaphragm behavior is modeled at a temperature of 800°C and 900°C respectively. 

With the aid of finite element method, the outputs from the model cover a wide range 

of important information. Since the density of the moving dislocations governs the 

plastic behaviour of silicon diaphragms at the early stage of annealing, the distribution 
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of the dislocation density and the evolution of the diaphragm deflection are the main 

interests here.  

 

5.4.1 Predicted diaphragm behaviour at 800°C 

5.4.1.1 The distribution of the dislocation density 

Figure 5- 5 shows the prediction of the distribution of the dislocation density in the 

silicon diaphragm with a radius of 1.75mm after annealing at 800°C for one hour. It 

can be seen that the dislocation multiplication rate is very low at the region close to 

the middle plane. The dislocation densities of about 3.5×10
7
/m

2 
are found at the upper 

and lower surface near the diaphragm edge as illustrated by the light blue colour in the 

figure. The maximum dislocation densities of about 6.345×10
7
/m

2 
are concentrated in 

a small region at the lower corner near the edge of the diaphragm. This results from 

the stress concentration at the round corner, as shown in Figure 5- 6. The maximum 

von Mises effective stress in the small region is 123MPa. This value is much higher 

than that of about 80MPa in the region nearby. 
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Maximum 

density

 

Figure 5- 5 The distribution of dislocation density for the diaphragm with a radius of 1.75mm after 

annealing at 800°C for one hour 

 

 

Figure 5- 6 Von Mises effective stress of the diaphragm with a radius of 1.75mm under the atmospheric 

pressure before annealing 

 

Using the same initial settings, the model was run for various diaphragm dimensions (0.5mm-

2.5mm). The dislocation density distributions near the diaphragm edge are shown in  
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Figure 5- 7. The initial dislocation density is assumed to be 2.0×10
7
/m

2
. The 

dislocation density after annealing does not show much increase for the diaphragms 

with a radius of 0.5mm, 0.75mm and 1mm. With the increase of the diaphragm 

dimension, the number of dislocations grows slowly in most regions of the diaphragm. 

However, the maximum dislocation density increases rapidly. This is because a large 

diaphragm induces high von Mises effective stress near the diaphragm edge. As a 

result, the plastic shear strain rate can be very high at the area of stress concentration.   

  

a) Radius=0.5mm b)Radius=0.75mm 

  

c) Radius=1.0mm d) Radius=1.25mm 
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e) Radius=1.50mm f) Radius=1.75mm 

 
 

g) Radius=2.0mm h) Radius=2.50mm 

 

Figure 5- 7 The distribution of the dislocation density at the diaphragm edge after annealing at 

800°C (1073K) for an hour 

 

5.4.1.2 The evolution of diaphragm deflection 

The main interest in the diaphragm behaviour for the micromachined pressure sensor 

application is the diaphragm deformation. The evolution of the maximum 

displacement for silicon diaphragm at 800°C with a radius of 1.75mm is shown in 

Figure 5- 8. The displacement is initially induced by the atmospheric pressure. The 
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deformation rate is very slow at the temperature ramp up stage. With the increase of 

the annealing temperature, the plastic shear strain rate increases, so dose the 

deformation rate. It can be seen that the rate of the plastic deformation is almost linear 

when the annealing temperature is maintained at 800°C (1073K). Then the progress of 

the plastic deformation slows down when the temperature ramps down.   

Temperature 

ramp down
1073K

Temperature 

ramp up

 

Figure 5- 8 The evolution of the maximum displacement for the diaphragm with a radius of 1.75mm when 

annealing at 800°C (1073K) 

 

The deformed shapes of the silicon diaphragms before and after annealing at 800°C 

for one hour are predicted in  

Figure 5- 9. The maximum displacement occurs at the diaphragm centre. When the 

radius is 1.5mm and under, the simulated structure does not show an obvious increase 

of maximum displacement after anneal. When the radius is 1.75mm and above, the 

maximum displacement after anneal is considerably larger than that before anneal.  

The predicted displacement increase is about 3.76µm for the structure with a radius of 

2.5mm.  
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Before anneal After anneal 

a) Radius=0.5mm 

Before anneal After anneal 

b)Radius=0.75mm 

Before anneal After anneal 

c) Radius=1.0mm 
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Before anneal After anneal 

d) Radius=1.25mm 

Before anneal After anneal 

e) Radius=1.50mm 

Before anneal After anneal 

f) Radius=1.75mm 
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Before anneal After anneal 

g) Radius=2.0mm 

Before anneal After anneal 

h) Radius=2.50mm 

 

Figure 5- 9 The deformed diaphragm after annealing at 800°C (1073K) for an hour (µm) 

 

5.4.2 Predicted diaphragm behaviour at 900°C 

5.4.2.1 The distribution of the dislocation density 

The dislocation density for silicon diaphragm annealing at 900°C is predicted for a 

variety of dimensions (0.5mm-2.5mm). The distribution near the diaphragm edge after 

an hour annealing is illustrated in  

Figure 5- 10. The initial dislocation density is assumed to be 2.7×10
7
/m

2
. The number 

of dislocations grows very slowly for the diaphragms with a radius of 0.5mm and 
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0.75mm. The multiplication rate of dislocation density increases with the diaphragm 

radius. When the diaphragm radius is 2.5mm, the dislocation density is over 5×10
9
/m

2
 

near the diaphragm edge, and the maximum value reaches 1.32×10
10

/m
2
.  

 

  

a) Radius=0.5mm b)Radius=0.75mm 

  

c) Radius=1.0mm d) Radius=1.25mm 
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e) Radius=1.50mm f) Radius=1.75mm 

 
 

g) Radius=2.0mm h) Radius=2.50mm 

 

Figure 5- 10 The distribution of the dislocation density at the diaphragm edge after annealing at 

900°C (1173K) for an hour 

 

However, for the diaphragm with a radius of 2.5mm, the dislocation density becomes 

negative at the region close to the middle plane, as illustrated by the blue color in 

Figure 5- 11. In fact, the dislocation density at the blue region is very close to the 

initial value. Because the stress near the middle plane is very low, the dislocation 

multiplication rate could be very low according to Equation 5- 9, or equal to zero if 

the von Mises effective stress is less than the internal stress. The negative dislocation 
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density is an artefact of the simulation results and is caused by the convergence 

problem of the FEA model due to the highly non-linear material properties. In order to 

prevent numerical overshoot in the value of dislocation density, a refined mesh at the 

location with high stress concentration is applied. The absolute value of the 

dislocation density is used for Equation 5- 7 in order to avoid the root of a negative. 

 

Figure 5- 11 The deformed geometry at edge for the diaphragm with a radius of 2.5mm after 

annealing at 900°C. (The positive dislocation density is illustrated by the blue color while the 

negative dislocation density is illustrated by the red color) 

 

5.4.2.2 The evolution of diaphragm deflection 

The evolution of the maximum displacement at 900°C for the silicon diaphragm with 

a radius of 1.75mm is shown in Figure 5- 12. The displacement is initially induced by 

the atmospheric pressure. The deformation rate is very slow at the temperature ramp 

up stage. With the increase of the annealing temperature, the plastic shear strain rate 

increases. It can be seen that the deformation rate is much faster when the annealing 
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temperature is maintained at 900°C (1173K). Then the progress of the plastic 

deformation slows down when the temperature ramps down.   

Temperature 

ramp down
1173K

Temperature 

ramp up

 

Figure 5- 12 The evolution of the maximum displacement for the diaphragm with a radius of 1.75mm 

when annealing at 900°C (1173K) 

 

 

The deformed shapes of the silicon diaphragms before and after annealing at 900°C 

for one hour are predicted in Figure 5- 13. The maximum displacement takes place at 

the diaphragm centre. The simulated structure shows an obvious increase of 

maximum displacement after anneal. The predicted displacement after anneal is about 

318µm for the structure with a radius of 2.5mm. The displacement field of the 

diaphragm can also be illustrated in 3 dimensions, as shown in Figure 5- 14.  
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Before anneal After anneal 

a) Radius=0.5mm 

Before anneal After anneal 

b)Radius=0.75mm 

Before anneal After anneal 

c) Radius=1.0mm 
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Before anneal After anneal 

d) Radius=1.25mm 

Before anneal After anneal 

e) Radius=1.50mm 

Before anneal After anneal 

f) Radius=1.75mm 
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Before anneal After anneal 

g) Radius=2.0mm 

Before anneal After anneal 

h) Radius=2.50mm 

 

Figure 5- 13 The deformed diaphragm after annealing at 900°C (1173K) for an hour 
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Figure 5- 14 The displacement field of the diaphragm in 3D (radius=1.75mm) at 900°C  

 

5.5 Conclusions 

 

A finite element model is built to predict the early plastic behaviour of 

micromachined silicon diaphragms at a temperature of 800°C and 900°C respectively. 

The model is based on the constitutive equations proposed by Alexander and Hassen. 

This model uses two PDE general form modes coupled with the stress-strain 

application mode. The plastic strain is determined by the plastic shear strain rate, 

which is related to the evolution of the dislocation density. The dislocation density 

and evolution of diaphragm displacement are obtained for the diaphragm with radii 

from 0.5mm to 2.5mm.  
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6 DISCUSSION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN 

SILICON DIAPHRAGM DEFLECTION 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the use of the mathematical models in predicting the silicon 

diaphragm behaviour. In chapter 3, the load-deflection behaviour of silicon 

diaphragms has been simulated by both the theoretical models and the finite element 

models. Moreover, the occurrence of the plastic deformation has been predicted with 

the aid of the finite element method. In chapter 5, a constitutive model has been used 

to simulate the rate of the plastic deformation for silicon diaphragms at 800°C and 

900°C. The results from these models provide useful reference data in the diaphragm 

design and the measurement stage. However, the quality of these models needs to be 

evaluated. Therefore, in this chapter all the predicted results are compared with the 

experimental results and the implementation of the mathematical models is discussed.  

 

6.2 Validation of the elastic models 

Analytical modelling of the pressure induced deformation for orthotropic diaphragms 

is not easy. The complicated elastic properties for single crystal silicon make the 

mathematical work tedious and difficult especially when the diaphragm deflection is 

large. So the current orthotropic model is limited to small diaphragm deflections (see 

Equation 3-7 and 3-8 in section 3.3.2).   

 

The diaphragm behaviour of the test structure can be approximated by the finite 

element method. Firstly, the boundary conditions for the silicon diaphragm are much 
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closer to the real sample when the whole test structure is modelled. In order to reduce 

the computational memory, a quarter of the test structure is modelled in this case with 

symmetrical boundary conditions. Secondly, the solutions for the structure with 

complex geometry and orthotropic elastic properties are obtainable by finite-element 

analysis. However as with all modelling the reliability of the results depends on the 

model and the input data.  

 

The surface profiles of the test samples were measured under atmospheric pressure at 

room temperature. Figure 6- 1 compares the simulation results with the average value 

of the measured deflections. Because the deflection is large when the diaphragm 

radius is 2mm and 2.5mm, the analytical results of small deflection are not useful. It 

can be seen that there is a reasonable match between the theoretical predications and 

experimental observations. 

 

The deflections for the heavily-boron-doped silicon diaphragms (with the resistivity 

of 0.001 ohm-cm) are larger than those for the lightly-boron-doped silicon 

diaphragms (with the resistivity of 1000 ohm-cm). This can be caused by the internal 

stress induced by the boron dopant. However, because the elastic properties of pure 

silicon crystal are used in the mathematical models, the dopant induced internal stress 

is not considered. So results from both the FEA model and the analytical model are 

smaller than the average value of the measured deflections. But it is apparent that the 

FEA model gives much closer approximation than the analytical model. The results 

imply that the elastic behaviour of MEMS structures not only depends on the material 

properties, but also depends on the micromachining processes, such as doping, 

etching and wafer bonding.  
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Figure 6- 1 Comparison of simulation results with average measured deflections 

 

6.3 Evaluation of the occurrence for plastic deformation 

The occurrence of the plastic deformation in the silicon diaphragms can be predicted 

by analysing the resolved shear stress which is induced by the atmospheric pressure at 

the operating temperature. Wherever the acting resolved shear stress exceeds the yield 

strength at the operating temperature, the silicon diaphragm deforms plastically by the 

crystallographic slip of the dislocations. A three dimensional FEA model has been 

used to calculate the resolved shear stresses on all the slip systems (section 3.4.1). The 

model of the test structure is built with ideal conditions. The silicon material is 

defined as perfect single crystal without any internal stresses, and the temperature and 

the pressure are distributed evenly across the structure. Since the stress induced in the 

diaphragms relates to the diaphragm sizes, the diaphragm behaviour was predicted as 
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a function of the diaphragm radius and the operating temperature (600°C-1000°C) 

(Figure 3-14).  

 

The prediction behaviour is evaluated in Table 6- 1 using the experimental 

observation from the heavily-boron-doped silicon (with the resistivity of 0.001 ohm-

cm).  The mechanical behaviour of the silicon diaphragms was studied experimentally 

in section 4.5 at a temperature of 600°C (137hs), 800°C (31hs) and 900°C (21hs). The 

experimental conditions are not perfect, because there are ramp up stage and ramp 

down stage during the annealing steps at 800°C and 900°C.  

 

Table 6- 1 Evaluation of the prediction behaviour 

using experimental observation from the heavily-boron-doped silicon diaphragms 

 

Radius

(mm) P O P O P O P O P O

0.50 E E E E E E E E

0.75 E E E E E E E E+P

1.00 E E E E E E E E+P

1.25 E E E E E E+P E+P E+P

1.50 E E E E E E+P E+P E+P

1.75 E E E E+P E+P E+P E+P E+P

2.00 E E E E+P E+P E+P E+P E+P

2.50 E E+C E E+P E+P E+P E+P E+P

Elevated temperature behaviour 

800°C 1000°C700°C600°C 900°C

 

(P stands for ‘Prediction’; O stands for ‘Observation’; E stands for ‘Elastic deformation’;  

C stands for ‘Creep’; P stands for ‘Plastic deformation’) 

 

Current observation shows that the method using resolved shear stress to predict the 

onset of the plastic deformation is reliable for silicon diaphragms. This method can be 

a useful tool to predict the elastic failure of Si MEMS structures for elevated 

temperature environment, especially at the designing stage. The accuracy of the 

method can be improved by including the actual material properties and the real 
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experimental conditions in the settings of the FEA model. However, this may make 

the computation of solutions difficult, especially for complicated silicon device 

structures. Finally, creep deformation must be considered if the device has to operate 

at a temperature over 600°C for a long period of time.  

 

6.4 Validation of the constitutive model in FEA 

A finite element model is built to predict the behaviour of micromachined silicon 

diaphragms in the first annealing stage (annealing stage A for one hour) at a 

temperature of 800°C and 900°C in chapter 5. The deformation caused by the 

temperature ramps of the furnace is also included. The density of the moving 

dislocations is an important variable because its distribution governs the early plastic 

deformation, according to the Alexander and Hassen’s model. The simulated 

dislocation density can be evaluated by observing dislocations in the transmission 

electron microscope (TEM). However, the preparation of TEM samples will damage 

the test structures for the following experiments. As a result, it was not implemented 

in the experiments.  

 

For pressure sensor applications, the evolution of the diaphragm deformation is the 

main concern since it may affect the device output. Due to the experimental 

limitations, the diaphragm deformation was measured before annealing and after 

annealing, but not during the process of annealing. However, comparison of the 

simulated deformation with the measured data is still an effective way to test the 

constitutive model.  
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6.4.1 Evaluating the results at 800°C 
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a) Radius from 0.5mm to 1.25mm b) Radius from 1.50mm to 2.50mm 

 

Figure 6- 2  The comparisons of model prediction and experimental data  for the diaphragm displacement 

before annealing at 800°C 

 

 

Figure 6- 2 illustrates the comparisons between the predictions from the constitutive 

model and the measured displacements before annealing at 800°C. It indicates a good 

match between the simulated and the measured data.  
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a) Radius from 0.5mm to 1.25mm b) Radius from 1.50mm to 2.50mm 

 

Figure 6- 3 The comparisons of model prediction and experimental data for the diaphragm displacement 

after annealing at 800°C 
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Figure 6- 3 shows the comparisons between the predictions from the constitutive 

model and the measured displacements after annealing at 800°C for one hour (after 

anneal stage A). It can be seen that the predicted maximum displacements are in close 

agreement with the measured points for the diaphragms with a radius in the range of 

0.5mm to 1.50mm. Because the model predicts very slow growth of the dislocation 

density in these diaphragms, the deformation after annealing does not show much 

difference from that before annealing. And according to the experiment results, no 

measurable plastic deformation is observed at 800°C for these diaphragms. So it is not 

a surprise that the prediction is very close to measured data.  

 

When the diaphragm radius is from 1.75mm to 2.5mm, apparent increase of the 

diaphragm deflection was noticed in the first hour of annealing. However, the 

simulated results underestimate the plastic deformation during annealing, especially 

for the diaphragms with a radius of 2mm and 2.5mm. By applying current settings in 

the constitutive model, the simulated growth of the dislocation density is slow. So the 

predicted plastic deformation is very small. Because the model fails to simulate the 

plastic deformation in the annealing process, it is not valid for the behaviour of silicon 

diaphragms at a temperature of 800°C.  

 

6.4.2 Evaluating the results at 900°C 

 

Figure 6- 4 shows the comparisons between the predictions from the constitutive 

model and the measured displacements before annealing at 900°C. There is a good 

match between the simulated data and the measured data.  
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a) Radius from 0.5mm to 1.25mm b) Radius from 1.50mm to 2.50mm 

 

Figure 6- 4 The comparisons of model prediction and experimental data for the diaphragm displacement 

before annealing at 900°C 

 

 

Figure 6- 5 shows the comparisons between the predictions from the constitutive model and the 

measured displacements after annealing at 900°C for one hour. Here the diaphragm radius is in 

the range of 0.5mm to 2.0mm. It can be seen that the predictions generally agree to the measured 

points.  For the diaphragms with radii from 0.5mm to 1.0mm, a small amount of plastic 

deformation is predicted by the model. But according to experiment results, no measurable 

plastic deformation was observed for these diaphragms. However, the simulated results are 

acceptable because the constitutive model is based on several assumptions, and the exact 

prediction is not easy. A considerable amount of plastic deformation was observed in the 

experiment for the diaphragms with radii from 1.25mm to 2.0mm. From  

Figure 6- 5(b), it can be seen that the simulated deformations match well with the 

measured points. 
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a) Radius from 0.5mm to 1.0mm b) Radius from 1.25mm to 2.0mm 

 

Figure 6- 5 The comparisons of model prediction and experimental data for the diaphragm displacement 

after annealing at 900°C 

 

The evolution of the displacement for the diaphragm with a radius of 2.5mm is shown 

in Figure 6- 6. The maximum displacement after annealing is predicted as 318µm. 

This value is much larger than the measured average value of about 110µm. The huge 

gap between the prediction and the measurement is caused by the interaction of the 

dislocations. It is known that the larger the diaphragm radius, the larger the induced 

shear stress. So the dislocations in the diaphragm can multiply quickly under the 

applied stress. After the density of the dislocations reach a high level after a short 

period of annealing, the dislocations begin to interfere with one another’s movement, 

and the progress of the plastic deformation is therefore impeded. But the constitutive 

model does not consider effect of the slip resistance on the plastic deformation, the 

prediction after annealing appears to be extremely large. Therefore, the model is not 

valid for the behaviour of silicon diaphragms with a radius larger than 2.5mm at 

temperature of 900°C.  
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Figure 6- 6 The evolution of the maximum displacement with time (radius=2. 5mm) 

 

 

6.5 Conclusions 

This chapter validates the mathematical models used in this work for predicting the 

mechanical behaviour of silicon diaphragms. Analytical modelling of the elastic 

deformation for isotropic diaphragms is usual. However, when the material is 

orthotropic, the mathematic analysis tends to be complicated. The 3-dimentional FEA 

model gives a much closer approximation of the diaphragm behaviour, and the 

accuracy of the results can be improved by considering the effect of MEMS 

manufacturing processes.  

 

The method using resolved shear stress to predict the onset of the plastic deformation 

is reliable for silicon diaphragms. For a given diaphragm radius at 600°C, 800°C or 

900°C, the predicted behaviour is in good agreement with the experimental 
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observation. The validation of the model is based on the accurate prediction of the 

resolved shear stress by the aid of the finite element method.  

 

A constitutive model has been used to simulate the magnitude of the plastic 

deformation for silicon diaphragms in the first hour of annealing. The model fails to 

predict the mechanical behavior at a temperature of 800°C because the simulated 

increase of the displacement is much smaller than the measured data. When the 

operating temperature is 900°C, there is a fairly good match between the theoretical 

predications and experimental observations for the diaphragms with a radius from 

0.5mm to 2.0mm. However, it is not valid for the diaphragm with a radius of 2.5mm 

because the generated dislocation density is very high, and the slip resistance should 

be considered.  
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

FUTURE WORK 

 

This project aims to investigate the possibility to apply silicon diaphragms in high 

temperature pressure sensors. Thus, the elevated temperature behaviour of 

micromachined silicon diaphragms is studied in the work. The thesis provides a 

comprehensive understanding of the diaphragm behaviour from mechanical 

engineering point of view. The content covers a wide range of topics, including the 

summary of silicon properties and characterization methods, the experimental design 

and observation, and the mathematical modelling. This chapter summarizes the major 

conclusions obtained during the research, and outlines the direction for the future 

research.  

 

7.1 Conclusions 

The micromachined pressure sensor which can operate in high temperature 

environment is increasing demanded by the developing of industries. The overview of 

previous research suggests that the development of high temperature low-cost 

pressure sensor is desirable because current devices which apply SiC or SOI materials 

are very expensive. Evidence has shown that a piezeoresistive pressure sensor which 

is based on the silicon diaphragm could work properly at 500°C with very low 

pressure hysteresis [7-1]. The key of the design is the choosing of the diaphragm 

dimensions, so that the diaphragm will not deform plastically at high temperature and 
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high pressure environment. However, from the literature, the mechanical behaviour of 

silicon diaphragms at high temperatures has not previously been studied in detail. So 

the characterization work in this study is valuable to the development of MEMS 

devices for harsh environments.  

 

A series of experiments were performed to investigate the diaphragm deflection with 

anneal time at the anneal temperature of 600°C (137 hours), 800°C ( 31 hours not 

including temperature ramps) and 900°C (21 hours not including temperature ramps), 

respectively. The radius of the micromachined silicon diaphragms is from 0.5mm to 

2.5mm. The thickness of the diaphragms is 50µm. All the diaphragms were stressed 

by the application of the atmospheric pressure during measurement and anneal 

process. The measured results at room temperature show that the deflections for the 

heavily doped diaphragms (with the resistivity of 0.001 ohm-cm) are larger than those 

for the lightly doped diaphragms (with the resistivity of 1000 ohm-cm) due to the 

internal stress caused by the boron dopant. For heavily doped silicon, the experiment 

results imply that: a) the creep deformation at 600°C can be destructive for 

diaphragms under high stress, because significant creep has been observed for the 

diaphragm with a radius of 2.5mm after annealing for 69 hours; b) at 800°C, the 

radius of the diaphragm should be limited to be under 1.5 mm in order to avoid plastic 

deformation; c) at 900°C, the radius of the diaphragm should be limited to be under 

1mm, because the deformation rate is so high that larger diaphragms deteriorated in 

the first hour of anneal due to the occurrence of the plastic deformation. For lightly 

doped silicon, the experiment results imply that: the ion implanted silicon is more 

likely to deform plastically due to the extended defects which formed after ion 
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implantation and annealing of silicon. The experiment provides valuable reference 

data for the diaphragm design of high temperature pressure sensors.  

 

The elastic deformation of the pressurized silicon diaphragm at room temperature has 

been simulated by both analytical and finite element methods. Due to the orthotropic 

elastic properties of silicon, the theoretical analysis of the diaphragm deformation is 

not easy, and the small deflection is approximated by applying equivalent properties 

of silicon in the solutions for isotropic diaphragms. By comparing the simulated 

results with the experimental deflections, it is found that the 3D orthotropic FEA 

model gives a much closer approximation.  

 

Based on the reported critical resolved shear stress of silicon, the onset of the plastic 

deformation is predicted by the aid of FEA software Comsol Multiphysics 3.5a. For a 

given diaphragm dimension, the resolved shear stress under atmospheric pressure is 

calculated for each slip system. The diaphragm behaviour is predicted with a 

temperature between 600°C and 1000°C. For a given diaphragm radius at 600°C, 

800°C and 900°C, the predicted behaviour is in good agreement to the experimental 

observation. Therefore, the method used has been shown to be a very useful tool in 

the primary design of the diaphragm dimensions.  

 

Most importantly, a finite element model is built in Comsol Multiphysics to predict 

the early plastic behaviour of micromachined silicon diaphragms. The model is based 

on the constitutive equations proposed by Alexander and Hassen. The plastic strain is 

determined by the plastic shear strain rate, which is related to the evolution of the 
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dislocation density. The dislocation density distribution and the diaphragm 

displacement are obtained for each diaphragm size. The model fails to predict the 

diaphragm behaviour at a temperature of 800°C because it underestimates the growth 

of the mobile dislocation densities under applied pressure. At 900°C, there is a fairly 

good match between the theoretical predications and experimental results for the 

diaphragms with radii from 0.5mm to 2.0mm. However, when the diaphragm radius is 

2.5mm, the model overestimates the deflection without considering the slip resistance 

caused by high density of generated dislocations.  

 

In order that the designed silicon diaphragm could work properly in high temperature 

environment, there are four suggestions from this research. Firstly, either increasing 

diaphragm radius or increasing operating temperature will increase the risk of creep 

and plastic deformation. Therefore, the diaphragms with small size are more likely to 

survive in high temperature environment. Secondly, the diaphragm sensitivity to 

pressure decreases with the diaphragm dimensions. So the diaphragm dimension 

should be chosen carefully in order that the device lifetime and sensitivity are well 

balanced.  In addition, the transduction mechanism needs to be selected carefully in 

order that the pressure induced signal can be sensed with a desired resolution. Thirdly, 

it is better to avoid the ion implantation in the micromachining process in order to 

reduce the risk of the plastic deformation. The fourth recommendation is that for all 

the designed diaphragms, it is necessary to evaluate their creep deformation according 

to the application requirements. 
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7.2 Suggestion for future work 

The plastic deformation of the silicon diaphragm at high temperature is caused by the 

slip of dislocations. The slip bands have been observed on the plastically deformed 

diaphragm surface. In the constitutive model, the density of mobile dislocations is an 

important variable controlling the plastic shear strain rate in the early stage of 

deformation. In this research, the TEM sample has been prepared successfully by the 

FIB/SEM workstation in our laboratory. So the TEM study of the dislocations in 

plastic deformed silicon is suggested for future work. The study can help to verify the 

occurrence of the plastic deformation, especially for small diaphragms whose plastic 

deflection might be too small to be measured. For Ar
+
 implanted silicon samples, 

TEM study of the resultant defects can help to reveal the effect of the ion implantation 

on the diaphragm plasticity. Because the TEM study of dislocations belongs to the 

field of material science, it is a good complement to current research which is focused 

on the mechanical aspect of the plastic deformation. At last, the observed dislocation 

densities by TEM can help to modify the constitutive model. It is known that the 

model fails to predict the plastic deformation of the silicon diaphragm at 800°C 

because it underestimates the growth of the dislocations. Therefore, it may be possible 

to modify the material parameters using the observed dislocation density, and thus 

modify the constitutive model.  

 

The presented constitutive model has reasonably predicted the plastic deformation at 

early stage for silicon diaphragms with radii from 0.5mm to 2.0mm at 900°C. 

However, it overestimates the plastic deformation for the diaphragm with a radius of 

2.5mm. This is because current model regards the dislocation density as a governing 
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variable for the diaphragm deformation, and the slip resistance caused by the 

dislocation interactions is not included in the later deformation stage due to the 

limitation of Comsol Multiphysics 3.5a (see section 5.3). So in the future work, it is 

suggested to implement the constitutive equations in other FEA software, such as 

Abaqus. A good reference of the complete set of the constitutive equations for single 

crystal silicon is presented by Moon and co-workers [7-2]. Then the improved model 

should be able to predict the diaphragm deformation through all anneal processes.  

 

This thesis gives a comprehensive understanding of the silicon diaphragm behaviour. 

It shows that by careful design of the diaphragm dimension, the micromachined 

silicon diaphragm is possible to survive at high temperature environment under 

atmospheric pressure. However, lots of work needs to be done for the design of a high 

temperature pressure sensor, for example, the selection of the transduction mechanism, 

and the package of the sensor device. And most importantly, the creep deformation of 

the diaphragm can be a major design consideration when the plastic deformation is 

avoided. Therefore, it is also necessary to evaluate the effect of creep on the sensor 

output once the test device has been made.  
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